
Data you submit via this form is only available to the NRIs Task Force that will synthesize received input into a unique document. Your name and inputs, as indicated, will be noted on the final synthesis document. No information submitted will be transferred to any third parties and used for any other purpose except for the indicated purpose of this survey.1. Which of the three models best pursue Global Digital Cooperation?2. Should the Advisory Group have the same structure as the current MAG?The structure of the current MAG is explained in the group’s Terms of reference, available at https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/mag-terms-of-reference2a. If you selected ‘no’ for the previous question, what changes should be brought to the structure of the Advisory Group (AG) (compared to the MAG)? Some examples of changes are provided. You can also provide up to a 150 word description of your suggested structure of the Advisory Group and how this is different from the MAG.If you indicated that the AG should include representatives from additional sectors, please specify which sector(s).3. Do you think the Advisory Group responsibilities should be broader and different than those performed by MAG?The responsibilities of the current MAG are explained in the group’s Terms of reference, available at https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/mag-terms-of-reference3a. If yes, please suggest which responsibilities you propose for the Advisory Group? (150 words or less)3b. If not, please explain why. (150 words or less)4. In recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc. in IGF activities. Should these or other sectoral representatives be more involved in the IGF overall?4a. Please explain your answer (150 words or less):5. Which of the following suggestions will support IGF+ to produce more tangible outputs?

Response Response Response The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Other (150 words or less)Open-Ended ResponseResponse Open-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseResponse Open-Ended ResponseIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.No To avoid duplication of responsibilitiesYes We are talking about multi stakeholder approach so all sectors should be represented.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Appointment process should be transparent, without unilateral UN role; a NomCom could ensure balance as needed among nominees sourced exclusively from stakeholder communities.Additional sectors should be able to opt in and be recognised.  This could be a KPI for IGF openness and inclusivity.Yes Clearer and broader responsibilities, including strategic decisions about IGF(+) itself.Yes Communities of interest should have defined mechanisms available for engagement, if they wish to opt-in.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No There are several responsabilities that nee to take caraYes Government is a sector that need to be more envolvedIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Academia, technical & legal policy makers, economic influencers (WEF)Yes Official representation at the regions and own country. Capability to lobby to influence and advise national and regional digital decision makers. To be closer related with UN related initiatives (AI for good ITU, AI week UN, IFAP UNESCO), and all related to get a better understanding on how to better propose transnational cooperation amongst standards developers, network operators, online service providers, users, governments and international organizationsYes Internet is nowadays a game changer for the whole society. How can we become a central point of standards, ethics and policy making

I Agree IGF + No The MAG is too remote from the userbase of the Internet, we would like to see greater connectivity and engagement between MAG and local IGFs and onward into the communitiesYes Rather than setting up a new “cooperation accelerator” and “policy incubator”, the MAG should undertake a more strategic role and many of these functions, identifying issues and convening discussion. The MAG should take a robust approach to programming with clearer priorities and influence over the development of proposals. The "organizational" tasks should be separated from "content" tasks, and the MAG should lead on filters to focus the agenda. Perhaps each region and local IGF could have its own "filters" (miniMAGs). There are currently far too many workshops covering too many subjects. There have been improvements on inclusion and gender balance, but we need to empower the MAG to ensure greater quality control. There should be a strong evidence base with key statistics and background information on policy issues in advance to help to ensure a shared understanding of the challenges and opportunities and encourage more fruitful discussions and progressYes We support the principle that global digital cooperation should be inclusive, human-centred and collaborative. Every part of society should be actively engaged. This requires excellent summaries covering "outcomes" and also presenting "inputs" as to why participating is relevant enough to prioritise some small part of one's own resources. That suggests local structures and facilities to build and sustain participation. These might be information publications, topic based discussion lists, webinars, local events and assistance to qualifying attendees / topic leaders to participate in regional and global IGFs. IGF top to bottom needs to reflect and understand who can engage practically and usefully directly and which stakeholders interests are too diffuse to warrant their direct participation. So that opens a potential need for indirect participationIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No The IGF+ model includes other arms of the structure which would handle any other foreseeable responsibilitiesYes Their involvement will help the ease of implementation of policies that emanate from the IGFIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No Yes Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No Should  not be different as it is not always easy to manage multiple groups. Additionally it is also costly for both administration and establishing another set of group unless the AG is meant to replace MAG.Yes Yes but if it is manageable in terms of finance commitment.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Parliamentarians (as a separate group, distinct from governments)Yes Maybe not necessarily broader, but clearer, especially in terms of how the AG is expected to contribute to the other activities that the IGF+ would undertake.Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The current structure and mandate of the MAG are quite appropriate for the AG functions. Nevertheless, it would be useful to empower the Advisory Group to be more vocal and present in diverse Internet governance arenas, so as to advance the goals of the renewed IGF+ structure, especially in terms of outreach and engagement, shedding light on the several initiatives and outcomes being achieved by the multiple groups committed to the intersessional work.Yes The AG should have a broader approach with regards to the ecosystem. The AG would undertake the activities of the current MAG, but would also need to bring cohesion to the links between the intersessional work, the annual IGF, the additional structures of the IGF+ model (Cooperation Accelerator, Policy Incubator, Observatory and Help Desk), and the broader Internet governance community, participating in Internet policy and governance arenas worldwide, advancing the goals of the IGF renewed structure, and fostering outreach and engagement with the multiple outcomes achieved by the annual work tracks.Yes The more the Internet grows, the more its social and political complexities become visible. To pretend that the challenges live on the borders and the advantages lie in the core of the Internet should not be an option for a community committed to a multistakeholder governance model. The additional sectors are for sure very important stakeholders, and the IGF must assume a permanent growth in its community so as to cover increasingly more and diverse groups of society. Notwithstanding that, it is important to differentiate a stakeholder group (a sector) from a social group that could fit inside a preexisting sector as defined in the IGF methodology. The above mentioned groups are probably underrepresented groups that could benefit of more direct efforts to engage them in IGF tracks, but it is not necessary to categorize them as additional sectors.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Library and InfomationYes none Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes No No I do not believe that these relevant stakeholders are out of the current potential participantsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree DIGITAL COMMONS ARCHITECTUREYes The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Lower the presence of the "governments by default reps" below the current 40% and increase reps. of the NRI's.  In order to achieve real influence to the decision making bodies , parliamentarians apart from gov. reps should be also included troughs the NRI's   , also I would like to see more reps. from the academia and also legal professionals and practicioners.  Lower the percentage  of the usual suspects - the reps of the  NGO's whose modus operandi is attachment to international organizationsNo If the  AG woof be of changed composition ( in percentages as I mentioned above by assembling reps. from academia, parliamentarians, legal professionals and reps of NRI's the current responsibilities would be have broader scope...Yes already explained in the answers under 2 and 3Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Youth No I feel the working of the MAG is super from schedule, sessions planning, approvals and general planning of the eventYes IGF in itself is not a binding forum and therefore some of the great proposals, outcomes and recommendations needs to go down to member states to either influence policies or implementation, and therefore other critical stakeholders like parliamentarians and youth are critical to be on the table.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)Yes Yes Promote knowledge sharing and introducing ICT skulking in rural and peripheral areas.Yes Government should be more engaging and consultative with communities.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No We see room for improvement within current mandate (visibility, activity level towards policymakers, etc.)Yes Internet impacts all aspects of our society so it is natural to involve various professions and perspectivesIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes No The primary purpose of the MAG is to advise the Secretary-General on the programme and schedule of the Internet Governance Forum meetingsYes To be involved at national  and Regional levels with representation at International levelsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.It should be explicitly stated that gender diversity and regional balance are aimed for.Indigenous communities; thought leaders (aka 'philosophers')Yes Quality assessment of the IGF, and longitudinal study of impact.Yes Burt I was under the impression that such people are significantly involved - not sure if there is a problem? Also bring in climate scientists, environmentalists, entrepreneurs/business people with a clear track record of supporting their communities..Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No Les responsabilités actuelles des membres du Mag semblent être suffisamment claires et englobant le maximum de préoccupations.Yes La gouvernance de l'Internet intéresse toutes les couches socio professionnelles et économiques car le numérique au dela d'être transversal est un désormais un droit humain. Plus inclusif est l'IGF, plus performants seront les résultatsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Yes AG is recommended to provide more than one seat from the same stakeholder group in a region (because one person from SEE as gov, business, civil society, etc ) can not represent the whole region and can not manage the isshues and challenges of whole region- this can be applicable to the most critical regions and these regions that need more support even development countries or notYes Both Yes or No, depence the situation(in some cases may need parliamentarians / researchers or othersIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.No Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.It can be argued that it is not so much a matter of new representation, but rather some of the contemplated sectors such as youth and academic researchers have been reflected in the MAG composition in the past in varying degrees, the key here is the strength of the representation of certain sectors/groups in the new AG.  Thought-leaders have also been reflected and included with care into the current and past iterations of the MAG, and as the MAG members are selected with a broad-based approach in stakeholder categories instead of by personal/professional expertise, the emphasis has not been on the expert advice in particular they may bring to the table, rather a sum of the whole as a snapshot of those who comprise the Internet Governance community.  Bringing in newer (to the IG community and otherwise) and broader eyes to this group can only be a positive evolution for the new AG.See response in 'other' above.No This response is based on the premise that the MAG will be evolved into the new AG:  The responsibilities of the MAG as a group and as individual members (https://www.intgovforum.org/multilingual/content/mag-terms-of-reference) , which if moved to the new Advisory Group would already encompass broad responsibilities including the main task of creating the agenda of the annual meeting, as well as other roles of leading intersessional work, and championing the IGF in their respective communities, and even exploring fundraising possibilities for the IGF. The other expanded tasks would be best suited for the other components of the IGF+ architecture. This not only will distribute the responsibilities in the gaps identified, but will also ensure those with the correct expertise will be in those roles.Yes The landscape that shaped the original mandate has evolved and now more than ever the Internet and its governance permeates every aspect of our global lives. It stands to reason that people representing other sectors that may not have been contemplated in the beginning should now be included to help shape the future of the IGF to reflect a more comprehensive and forward-thinking way.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Yes Coordinating the CoGov implementation of IGF+Yes Under the CoGov architecture this is a natural addition to the Digital cooperation networks and the network of networks

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Train the trainers. Capacity building sectorNo The present roles are okayYes There is need to capture more sectorsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Economic, disadvantaged communities, academicYes Advisory Group "advice" should receive more consideration and be better reflected in UN and international organizations dealing with Internet governance, operations and access.Yes Without involvement the contributions of these additional sectors tend to become diluted, especially at the hands of parliamentarians with their more national-based agendas.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.No No Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DIGITAL COMMONS ARCHITECTUREYes No It appears to workYes This will ensure representation and voices from all sectorsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.There is a lot of politics that goes on in the IGF msg nomination from the various stakeholders. It is said to be regional and prioritized but only few people are promotedYouth and othersYes The advisory group should be limited to giving advicesYes Multistakeholder means everyone Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes The MAG advises on the programme of the IGF. This group is to facilitate actual cooperation. The terms of reference must include pathways to action, not just jaw-jaw.Yes If the IGF is just for jaw-jaw, yes. But if it is for actual work, no.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)Yes No Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.researchers (multiple disciplines), technical expertsNo The Advisory Council or Group needs to be strategic and not tacticalYes Outreach to those sectors is great; that does not mean a spot on the Advisory Council or Group is required.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .



I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.DEVELOPING COUNTRIES SUCH AS THOSE IN SOUTH AMERICA SHOULD BE GIVEN A GREATER VOICE BY BEING ON THE ADVIISORY BOARDAGRO PROCESSING< HEALTHCARE, LOGISTICS AND HUMANITARIAN ORGANISATIONS (NGOS)Yes H AVE GREATER INSIGHT ON STANDARDS, SPECIAL GRANTS AND TECH INCENTIVES TO HELP LDCs GET UP TO SPEED.Yes WE NEED TO BE INCLUSIVE< COLLABORATIVE AND COMPREHENSIVE IN BRINGING DEVELOPMENT TO THE DIGITAL UNDERCLASS IN SUB-SAHARAN AFRICA AND LATIN AMERICA & THE CARIBBEAN.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.youth, parliamentarian and Academic researchersNo As part of the MAG and from experiance i believe apart from including more stakeholder as listed earlier, the process of the work of the MAG is quite and can be  replicated in this caseYes In this case a  more inclusive and diversed viewpoints are tabbed and taken in to account in the overall process of the IGFIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No Advisory groups only provide opportunity for a limited commitment of time. Active MAG members already provide a lot of substantive work and time. More attention should be paid over the renewal of mandates to how much the MAG members contribute to reinforce the number of active membersYes This is necessary and need to be done in an organic way by connecting with institutions or groups of those type during the intersessional work and not only for the annual IGFIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No Instead than adding categories after categories, to include the whole world, probably could be better to enhance the role of the International Organizations and ask them to express their representatives into the Advisory Board. If we want to involve MPs (Members of the Parliament) we can ask IPU and PACE (Parliamentary assembly of the Council of Europe) to express some name among which the SG could choose. If we want to involve banks, we can ask to the World Bank Association to identify names of possible representatives.  Another solution could be that the UN SG could add to the list 5 persons of his choice to represent new areas of expertise that could enrich the experience of the AG.We suggest that representatives from NRIs, BPF and DC are included in the Advisory Group.Yes The AG needs to be able to perform the new tasks and bodies that the adoption of the IGF+ model introduces, for instance the policy incubator, the cooperation accelerator and so on. The AG also needs to be equipped to the enriched role, such as the instruction of solid recommendations to be send to the UNGA or to the various agencies and bodies that would have to discuss and implementYes The identification of new sectors will have to depend from the multiyear action plan of the IGF. if in 2022 will be planned to issue recommendations on virtual payments, then world bank, banks associations, monetary regulators need to be associated. and so onIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)Yes No AG in substance will remain the event conceptual organizer, hence fuctions shoould be limited to thisYes In past 13 years IGF has become a closed community. Bringing in new sectors, such as financial services, healthcare services, aviation, automobile industry, would be useful.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Women and YouthYes N/A Yes The parliamentarians are the law makers and if they are aware of work being done on the 'ig platform, it would guide their law makingIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.sociologists, academic researchers, youth, and considering region/gender.Yes Responsibilities should not be only administrative issues. There must be more contact with NRIs to identify needs and demands from other groups.Yes Yes, because is a year round work and it is necessary for them to be aware of all that is going on for better decisions.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes First of all want to add part of the NOG's network and  society as a more less correlated  with IG dialogue (40-50% of national agenda is almost same) so will be good to invite separately national or regional NOG representatives. Secondly want to highlight MSME's as a separate group from private sector - in this sense they good to have separate group from the SMP's because mostly they have different challenges and issues but  have one representative. This situation is quenching the voice of MSME's.Yes Yes,  if we are going to split two functions of program Committee and organizing committee. For OrgCom no but yes for Program CommitteeYes last challenges have shown importance of environmental so will be good to invite professionals from academia and also green defenders. They will bring different perspectives and info.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Transparency in how the members are selected, and by whom.Journalism and news media, circular economy professionals, among others.Yes It depends on the ultimate purpose they're meant to serve. Being more involved in engagement and doing more than simply setting the agenda is one way.Yes The Internet is no longer touching on just the 3-4 basic stakeholder groups, we all rely on it. That complexity should be reflected.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The Advisory Group, however it emerges, should remain multistakeholder. However, the creation of an Advisory Group gives us the opportunity to enhance composition of MAG both in terms of seniority of representation and diversity of representation. On latter we should indeed see participation from parliamentarians, ICT standard bodies, academics and youth.  We also need to make sure prospective AG members completely understand the responsibilities they have, not least in terms of attendance and contributions.Yes 3a  The Advisory Group (with a more diverse and senior representation than the MAG) should be more than a Programme Committee, it should also discuss and opine on more strategic issues regarding the IGF, such as funding, the role of NRIs and inter-sessional work. In any case, it should not become a decision-making body.Yes As noted, in relation to composition of proposed Advisory Group, we are supportive of the HL Panel's view that discussions on the governance of the Internet, and on "digital cooperation" need to involve a diverse range of actors, these including parliamentarians, youth and members of the academic and scientific communities. The IGF Programme should adapt to take account of a more diverse range of stakeholders.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Parliamentarians and Academic ResearchersNo Responsibilities should remain largely in an advisory capacityYes Engaging parliamentarians and academic researchers would enable the broader society to have a better understandingInvolvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No In addition to stakeholder group representation, it should be a good idea to look for different professions and skills (what is described above on point 2 is not a stakeholder group but professions or areas of work/specialization). Stakeholder groups should be maintain as that is a common terminology used in other groups. In addition to the UN regional grouping, country of residence/work and country of birth should also considered. Most importantly, the AG should be established with a more defined scope. The MAG was a sort of program committee that grew in scope over time. There is a tremendous amount of work that has to be done so its "advisory" role has not been fully realized.In addition to stakeholder group representation, a field about profession should be added as what is described above is not a stakeholder group but professions or areas of work/specialization (stakeholder groups should be maintain as that is a common terminology used in other groups). Please be consistent with definitions and terminology.No I think the current list of MAG responsibilities could be reviewed and identify which ones are at the level of an advisory group. The full MAG could continue to support the work around program and intersessional work, while the Advisory Group could tackle multiyear strategy, fundraising, finding hosts for future years in other regions, M&E. The MAG has many limitations of resources to do the vast amount of work expected of them and if those were addressed they could do better.Yes Yes, but those are not sectors. Parlamentarians are part of government, youth are part of all stakeholder groups, researchers are part of academia, and the others are professions. By adding professions, skills and other criteria that could be better addresses. Please do not change the terminology around stakeholder groups as that is used in many other communities.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Youth representation should be reinforced in the composition of the AG, the private sector from under-represented regions, small civil society organisations, create a balance between governmental and non-governmental groups in the AG, IGO’s should be considered as separate stakeholders. It is important that the  AG should be balanced geographically, in addition to being gender sensitive. Moreover, there should be a balance among stakeholder representation should be clear-digital economy and the orgs linked to it  - groups dealing with cyber security  -Youth - Sociology  - Philosophy - Futurist -Technical community -AcademicsYes Outreach should be added as a task to the AG responsibilities. AG  members could potentially assume an engaging role in the wider IG related regional processes in their respective regions by providing specific expertise on the topic to the relevant/concerned stakeholders.  They can also liaise with other fora beyond the IGF community (example: WEF, Davos,Arab Economic Summit )Yes Parliamentarians, Cultural influencers, Consumer rights association. For example, We think that parliamentarians’ role is more important than being a stakeholder in the MAG. They can specifically enrich the intersessional work of the IG. For example, each region has its own specific values/traditions/language. Cultural leaders could be also included in the discussion to provide their input in the process . The shift to global digital platforms require reinforcing mechanisms to protect the rights of consumers.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The current MAG consists of 50 members from governments, the private sector, media, civil society, and the technical community. Approximately 40% of the MAG’s members are from various governments. The AG, as an improved MAG, should have more representation from industry and an emphasis on diverse geographical representation. Additionally, there needs to be clear, established criteria that determines how people are appointed to the AG and how one qualifies to have their term renewed. If it is not already in place, it would be helpful to include a mechanism for a skills audit to identify skill-sets that the AG is in need of to assist the Secretary-General with their appointments.Yes In addition to setting the programme and schedule, the AG should act as a coordinating structure for the emerging discussions about issues in the global digital community. The report suggests that the AG should identify moments when emerging discussions in other fora should be connected to the IGF, as well as issues that are not covered by existing mechanisms. The AG may meet more frequently than the MAG. The AG’s relationship with a Cooperation Accelerator and Policy Incubator needs to be better defined in order to understand how they relate to one another throughout the year. Alternatively, the AG itself may perform part or all of these functions in cooperation with the intersessional groups such as Best Practice Forums (BPFs) or Dynamic Coalitions (DCs).N/A No While representatives from these disciplines can and should participate in IGF activities, granular titles like these should not be embedded in the formal structure of the IGF’s fulfillment of its mandate. The three pillars of private sector, civil society, and government capture all relevant disciplines. However, efforts should be undertaken to ensure that organization around these pillars does not have the inadvertent effect of excluding or discouraging the participation of individuals from these pillars.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes Yes Monitoring the implementation of resolutions and recommendation of the IGF +Yes They represent unique constituenciesIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Yes MAG activity is highly related to logistic preparatons of IGF. This is a missuse of time MAG members. Their focus should be more on strategical decisions rather than on logisticsNo They are not really a different sector. Should be part of the already defined stake holder groupsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Wider representation, one per countryYes Represent a country Yes Internet is becoming an enabler for development of all sectors, each impacted in a different way. It would be necessary to make all voices heard when it comes to Policy makingIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.MAG Yes N/A Yes Thanks Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Yes Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes No Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes Specific issues on emerging issues in various continent should take preceedent in a continental process and country mandatory survey on progress submitted to continental to ensure inclusionYes parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, , these are revolving groups or actors and plays vital role in shaping policies and so there is need to include them in discussion with relevant outlet to present to the nation as a progress report or index globallyIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes Yes That would depend on the financial arrangement of the IGF+ model with the UN budget system. As it is now, without known resources, it is impossible to make proper planning.Yes Broader penetration of the IGF ideas - better the understanding of the problems - easier process of defining and implementation of solutions.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.No Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.ParliamentariansNo The MAG already plays a important role with clear deliverables which are achieved most of the timeYes Parliamentarians are needed for developing countries in order to support other stakeholders to get legislation passedIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.The “Advisory Group” should convene a manageable number of leaders from all stakeholder groups at head of organization level. The group should be permanent but its members should be rotating. The group could meet at least once F2F during the annual IGF, and could be chaired by UN-Secretary General or an immediate appointee of the UNSG (e.g. the Tech Envoy), establishing thereby a useful link to the UN wide system.Yes It could provide strategic input to the IGF annual program; act as coordination accelerator network in case of urgent issues (i.e. “respond calls”); provide input on draft principles, orientations, guidelines and recommendations prepared by Policy Incubator Networks.Yes We consider that the IGF benefits from a broad and interdisciplinary approach to “Internet Governance”, i.e. allowing and fostering discussions on issues that are of interest for citizens and businesses in their daily lives and that are thus relevant for political debates. Therefore, additional sectors need to be involved.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.sectors that should be included in the Advisory Group: youth, lawyers, activists, gender specialists.Yes To be accountable of NRIs activities within their capacityYes youth has been underrepresented historically in Internet Governance process when policy making discussions are taking place, having a slow impact when we are only part of youth igf initiatives or youth coalitions. Youth should have an equal representation in this Advisory Group, to bring new ideal not only for youth-related issues but other Internet Governance issues where youth voice can be heard.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.I think the media industry is being neglected while its role in this era cuts internally across especially new media.New Media or TechMedia IndustryNo We should leverage MAG experiences and structure embedded with accountability and transparent governance/leadership across boardYes Yes, as way of digital inclusion or inclusivity of the broader IGF moving forward to be more inclusive.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.The representatives should be expanded including Persons with Disability . If we are to be true to the Inclusion aspect withing the digital cooperation . These persons should not be added as representing any other stakeholder group ,so that there voices are strong and effective.No What the MAG has currently is enough and thee same should apply for the AGYes It is my belief that "all" internet users should be part of the conversation. e.g Parliamentarians, as these are the ones to pass the policies into law, they must be part of the conversation and process.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Applications to serve on the AG should be accepted from any interested party. AG members should represent cross-sections of society in different countries. Not all AG members should be Tech industry insider’s who are well-connected with other Tech industry insiders. For example an industrial organizational psychologist, and economist, an anthropologist, sociologist, and a biologist should be included.Social Scientists, especially Industrial – organizational psychologists and economists. If uses included, there needs to be is concerted effort to ensure that not all the youth included is from privileged background from privilege societiesYes The advisory group should be responsible for developing deliverables and showing their progress toward Completing those deliverables. The MAG currently shies away from concrete policy deliverables and it’s used for business development by the MAG nembersYes The multi-stakeholder approach has been missing those that are best position to talk about the impact of the Internet on society. Too much emphasis should not be placed on youth, but there should be youth representatives and smaller numbers, than the other new participants And should be focused on educational needsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.No, I just checked the list of MAG : various researchers already and « futurist » whatever this meansNo The mandate is actually quite broad already. Maybe, need to actually implement itYes Policy makers like last 2 IGFs in Paris and BerlinIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Precise the SH groups. Academics are already presents so are economist and other sciences like computer science and so onYes execute the actual mandate of the IGF : advise the UN secretary generalYes Politics and parlementarians (like the germans did) but not to be part of the MAG or the AG.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Young ExpertsYes Yes Youth is different from Young. It's advised that dynamic minds be allowed to participate based on experience and expertise.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes They should have more decision taking power and act on behalf of the whole architectureYes This will help make the initiative more inclusiveIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.



I Agree IGF + Yes The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.No Broderning will reduce the efficiency of the AG.Yes Because policy spans at all level of developmentIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No Yes Yes, we find this initiative very important. The involvement of all these actors will intensify the debates at the level of multi-stakeholder discussions.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No We recommend keeping the bottom-up and representative structure of the MAG, but include the addition of experts as advisors, including but not limited to the sectors listed aboveNo We recommend that the current responsibilities remain intact with a strengthening of the structure, including the role of experts, including representatives of consumers and end users, as advisors to guide the decisions. If the IGF+ model is adopted, it may make sense for the MAG to have responsibilities related to any corresponding changes.Yes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DISTRIBUTED CO-GOVERNANCE ARCHITECTURE (COGOV)No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes Engage within the network as entry points to the communityYes It is of most importance to have these stakeholders included to get a full debate, and engage with the decision making bodiesInvolvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DIGITAL COMMONS ARCHITECTUREYes The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Parliamentarians, Youth, Academia researchersNo I aerlier said the role of AG should not be different from MAGNo The actual architecture already gather these needsIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes No Yes More I’m out is needed from these other sectors to broaden the scope of the IGF, in my experience of the IGF it gets the same clientel over and over, professional speakers who have been doing it for years with the same views, this needs to change with clearer I put, new ideas, absolute broad mindedness.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Private and government sectorsYes The better the IGF sessions are prepared, the sharper their focus and the clearer the formulation of their debate questions, the more likely it is that they arrive at actionable outcomes. Thus, the new Advisory Group should bridge the gaps and redeem the problems of the planning/preparation phase of the existing model.Yes The level of participation depends to a large extent on its perceived usefulness and relevance from the point of view of the stakeholder group in question. Government and private sector representatives in particular have to carefully weigh costs and benefits of participation. We must lift the relevance of the IGF to the stakeholders as a forum that deals with their problems.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes Mag is very good and lot of academics and researcher alreadyYes Reporting and advise UNSGYes Academics, researcher and futurists are already very well represented.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.

I Agree IGF + Yes Yes Internet policy Yes Parlementarians in the country hosting the igfIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No The MAG model is representative enough and has focused responsibility as well.Yes For the reason of inclusivity.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree DIGITAL COMMONS ARCHITECTURENo The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Academic researchers, youthYes Responsibilities would be different from those of MAG, the Advisory Group would focus on promoting digital cooperation and building processes that strengthen the architecture of Internet governance.Yes These groups are considered to be able to provide valuable input in the dialogue on Internet governance, as they study the subject from other perspectives, sight expanding the scope for the design and development of public policies.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Parliamentarians participation to IGF Berlin proved to be practical and useful on local level, so their engagement in AG would be recommended.No Given the IGF+ will have Policy Incubator and Observatory, the main responsibility of AG to prepare the program will be good enough.Yes The more stakeholders participate in the process, the more diverse and inclusive the whole process and results can be.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.No Yes Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.Yes Politiques publiques d’internet et les questions de gouvernance avec l’ONUNo Je viens de vérifier la composition du MAG, déjà des universitaires et de nombreux experts notamment pour la société civileIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Easier and wider funding for effective participation and reduction of barriers to entry.Residents of non-sovereign territories or areas, regardless of NSGT UN statusYes Continued evolution for reduced state-centricityYes The most important flaw of the UN is its sovereign-state-centered nature. Well thought strengthening of civil society and individual participation is progress.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Yes regional grouping and focus on regional interests and issuesYes Other sectors should be represented in the MAG and the selection process should be transparent and open to the whole community, avoiding captures and biasesIssuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + Yes No Yes Internet has become the base of economic activities. Human behavior creates on internet, internet policy all are with digital economy. So, IGF should include more experts in each sector.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.MAG but with some clarification about membership. A number of MAG member are already academics and futurists.Yes Advisor to the UNSG, UN policy makingYes Host country could strongly involve the local ecosystem i.e. parliamentarians...Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.Health, Town/Urban planners, Financial, Phylosophy. Palaments, Trade  and Education,Yes The MAG responsibilites should include Human Resource and Administration of the proper organisation including fund raising.Yes The Internet has become everything to the world including work, health, and education including Finance, I think these Sectors should be involved in the IGF.  They are all  actors in the Internet Ecosystem, digital policy and Internet development

I Agree IGF + No The number of AG members should be clear, with a defined term of years to serve on the AG.The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.The current size of the MAG is challenging, possibly less members could work more focused. The nomination (and possibly) election process of AG Members could be conducted in a more selective manner.I would not add more pre-defined stakeholder groups but the current stakeholder group definition is too inflexible and some valuable resource person will hardly find their way to the MAG.Yes The AG should not only rely on the input received from the call for sessions but bring topics on the agenda that the AG foresees coming. Assuming they are well respected experts they possibly detect relevant issues earlier than we can expect them from the call for workshops.Yes The current system is too inflexible to reflect the diversity of society. I suggest to look at sectoral representation only from a high level. An AG nomination committee could form a diverse group possibly much better than the current system of endorsement by the stakeholder groups.Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .

I Agree IGF + No The AG should include representatives from additional sectors (compared to the sectors currently represented on the MAG). For example, in recent years, an emphasis has been put on the need to engage additional sectors, such as parliamentarians, youth, academic researchers, philosophers, economists, futurists, etc.The number of AG members should be clearly defined and should have defined terms (three years is a good term of years). AG structure should be increased. Participation of NRIs to AG is important. Instead than adding categories is better to enhance the role of the International Organizations and ask them to express their representatives into the Advisory Board. Involvement of MPs (Members of the Parliament) can be done asking IPU and PACE (Parliamentary assembly of the Council of Europe) to express some name among which the SG could choose.For the banks involvement, we can ask to the World Bank Association to identify names of possible representatives.Yes The AG needs to be able to perform and activate the new tasks and bodies that the adoption of the IGF+ model introduces, for instance the policy incubator, the cooperation accelerator and so on. The AG also needs to be equipped to the enriched role, such as the instruction of solid recommendations to be send to the UNGA or to the various agencies and bodies that would have to discuss and implement.   The Advisory Group responsibilities should be broader than IGF event preparation and organization. It’s important the AG acts as Advisor of UN Secretary General as initially suggested by the  WGIG (Working Group on Internet Governance 2003-2005)Yes



5. Which of the following suggestions will support IGF+ to produce more tangible outputs?6. Do you think the Cooperation Accelerator is a useful element of IGF + architecture?The Co-operation Accelerator would support cooperation among existing organisations and processes on specific issues.6a. If yes, do you think current Best Practice Forums (BPFs) intersessional activities could implement this element?6b. If not, how should the Cooperation Accelerator look in terms of composition/membership as well as its responsibilities? (150 words or less)7. The main function of the Cooperation Accelerator would be to facilitate cooperation across a wide range of institutions, organisations and processes. What specific institutions, organisations and processes should the Accelerator focus on?8. Do you have any suggestions on how the Accelerator could facilitate such cooperation?9. Do you think the Policy Incubator is a useful element of IGF + architecture?The Policy incubator would monitor, examine, and incubate policies and norms for public discussions and adoption.9a. If yes, how should it look in terms of composition/membership as well as its responsibilities?9b. If no, please describe why.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Other (150 words or less)Response Response Open-Ended ResponseTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOsFurther describe which other entities should be included (150 words or less)Open-Ended ResponseResponse Open-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended Response

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Recommendations can be taken TO the IGF, but singular recommendations should NOT be output.  Instead, IGF should recognise outcomes which adhere to open processes, and may be in competition with others.Yes Yes Focus implies priority.  The main priority should be to ensure accessibility, transparency, etc in support of any and all stakeholders.As facilitator and promoter only, not as host, gatekeeper or arbiter.Yes Only as an umbrella for policy institutes who opt-in for participation; not as a unitary source of policy/norms.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies n.a. Yes Multistakeholders

Internet is nowadays a game changer for the whole society. How can we become a central point of standards, ethics and policy makingIssuing recommendations that UN organizations and bodies, which already have a key role at the world governments, can further supportYes Yes UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsDefining a transversal agenda which become attractive for IGF members as well as for the agenciesYes Agencie's members with expertise in international internet policy building. There should be a cuota of participants from different regions with the capability to lobby at the regional and national level. They should include conclusions from the IGF

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.National and Regional Initiatives. There should be stronger routes for national and regional initiatives to contribute to discussions at the global IGF, including reporting their messages at the main sessions. This would help promote inclusion and embed a more global perspective. Many national and regional initiatives already report on their key messages and outcomes. These might be drawn together in advance and presented as an input to the annual global meeting.  Curating the discussions. Annual IGF meetings should remain “bottom-up”, led by stakeholder contributions, but they need to be curated, with a clearer shape in order to make the debate more coherent and easy to follow. For example, the main opening sessions should present the policy issues to be addressed, workshops during the week should address the detailed aspects of those policy issues in greater depth, and then final day should bring the work together to identify broad outcomesNo Rather than establish a new “cooperation accelerator”, UK stakeholders have suggested that the MAG could take on a greater role in identifying points of convergence and issues around which new coalitions are needed. This would avoid setting up an “over-engineered” duplicate structure and would help ensure this function was joined up to the annual meetings and agendas. See above recommendations for the MAGTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsPrivate sector owners of digital technologiesOutcomes. The IGF should not become a negotiating body and should not be expected to agree by consensus on every issue. But there should be clear outcomes on each policy issue, reflecting the discussions during the week. Those conclusions may identify areas of consensus or they may identify areas of difference or where further work is needed.  A Liaison within the UN system that builds connectivity between all its agencies, committees and dotted lines with IGF would be something in itself. That is a huge task and we feel could be prioritised but at the UN to participate as stakeholders outward with local IGFs. It could be a useful way to bring multi stakeholder dialogue at least in regarding the Internet into every aspect of UN at local as well as at global layers.  This might in time re energize interest in UN itself?No There is scepticism among UK stakeholders about the suggestion of a separate “policy incubator”. This function would be better performed by the IGF itself and IGF coalitions

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEUN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsBy the involvement of parliamentariansYes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes No From the group of MAG members assign 10 to 20 of them to be responsible and focus mainly on that particular responsibility.Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Through a mandate from the UN Secretary, the Accelerator will enforce at respective regions through ministries responsible for ict/internet governanceYes Through MAG members and respective selected representative from the region.

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes The composition should be multistakeholder, considering actors with a stake in the issue being explored.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No The Cooperation Accelerator has a very pragmatic mission, aimed to establish new links and to strengthen existing links between the different work tracks inside the IGF scope and other parts of the ecosystem. In this sense, the Cooperation Accelerator could be established as a permanent team, with adequate staff, empowered to deal with policy engagement and outreach, creating and improving the conditions for the different policy arenas to interact and produce tangible outcomes, as well as facilitating the process of adoption and implementation of any recommendation set forth by the IGF tracks.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs The focus should be on a diverse range of bodies, in a dynamic and project-oriented fashion. The structure to be built for the Cooperation Accelerator will most likely not be robust enough to keep monitoring all relevant institutions of the ecosystem permanently, thus it must operate in a strategic manner so as to identify and tackle important initiatives in a coherent way, depending on the particular projects and subjects of interest. As an example, industry organisations and scientific associations, dealing with particular subjects, such as IoT, may be of interest in a particular context.As mentioned above, the structure must be set as a permanent team, empowered to deal with policy outreach and engagement. It will operate in a strategic manner, with a project-oriented focus, so as to identify issues, stakeholders, partners and opportunities to undertake initiatives and build strong links within the ecosystem.Yes The Policy Incubator must have as broad and diverse as possible membership, so as to be able to understand and experiment distinct realities when proposing policy guidelines. The structure must have a permanent and high-qualified staff to lead different policy projects. At the same time, a broad policy council from people worldwide (maybe formed by NRIs) could advise on the way-forward for each project being undertaken, sharing local and regional experiences and helping the body reach useful outcomes to be made available for the ecosystem as a whole.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Other IGOs library bodies  like IFLA and AFLIAnot yet Yes

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Yes

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes No Cooperation Accelerator look in terms of composition/membership should include reps. of NRIs, thus  being highly diverse, enabling inclusiveness and fostering regional balance.Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Yes It should be composed of  Academia, legal professionals / practicioners, Civil society ( human rights aspect and citizens dialogue ) ... in order to be able to monitor, examine, and incubate policies and norms for public discussions and adoption.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Yes The creation of special committees should be defined and supported

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Using current BPF's procedures and (virtual) infrastructureYes It should be policy making experts from all over the world coming from various stakeholder groups.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions No Make a link to WSIS process

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Better comms: publish reports and analyses of IGF work in international media.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsInternational professional bodies in all the sectors under consideration.Engage with the business community.Yes Yes, but a Policy Incubator could be a feature of the all the 3 proposed options for the IGF. Identifying, developing and promoting innovative policy ideas (in cooperation) should be a normal function of the IGF.

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Other IGOs It should be inclusive and based on innovation structureYes Une partie des membres de l'incubateur doit être incluse dans l'organe centrale de IGF+ pour assurer la mise en œuvre efficiente des solutions proposées

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEUN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes No Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEE Internet SocietyYes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.All of the above.Yes No This is more of a “yes, but” response.  The BPF intersessional activities should be used as a basis.  The BPFs are currently renewed every year by the MAG and do not have the continuity that is needed to be able to fully address aspects of the cooperation between organizations and processes.  If the structure is improved with clearer terms, mandates and scope, it can form the basis of what can evolve into the Cooperation Accelerator.  In terms of composition, it should be multistakeholder, multidisciplinary, have clear ties to the organizations and sectors that need to be involved with the cooperative efforts, and a clear term limit.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Civil society organizations, representatives from major digital events and summits, private sector organizations, especially those focused in technology, professional organizations (peak bodies).By strengthening existing ties between organizations and fostering and building new conduits between sectors that did not have a formal cooperative agenda previously. Building on the basis from the BPF structure, the Cooperation Accelerator can on a larger and more formal scale aggregate best practices, and create joint endeavors (be it outputs such as pilot programs, research studies etc., or processes that enable such cooperation) on topics that are crucial to Internet Governance.Yes One of the largest gap that has been pointed out by many stakeholders is the disconnect between the regulations, bills, and laws being enacted and the general debate on Internet Governance.  With the first legislators/parliamentarians track at IGF 2019 in Berlin, there has been greater exposure to IG topics and understanding among lawmakers and the ‘traditional’ stakeholders within the IGF ecosystem.  The mechanism needs to include lawmakers from jurisdictions all around the world, as well as policy think tanks, academics, legal scholars among other related stakeholders close to the development of treaties and recommendations from regional and international norm-making bodies. While this mechanism will not be producing legally binding outputs, it will facilitate the dialogue between these processes and the rest of the IGF+ architecture as a whole as well as presenting these outputs to the community, with strong communication efforts. An additional suggestion would be to rename the confusingly named ‘Policy In

Under the CoGov architecture this is a natural addition to the Digital cooperation networks and the network of networksOffering an annual forum for the Digital Cooperation Networks to share and learn from each other, so each network independently produces more tangible outputsNo Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsSocial Enterprise and Impact InvestmentSetting up the CoGov architecture for the AcceleratorYes functional and national networks would track policy discussions and record case precedents and implementations that can inform future policy, laws and regulations

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEE No Yes They will work together by collaborating

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes Uncertain

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs cooperationYes they have wider knowledges

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Yes

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .More politics is active which needs to be discourage dYes Yes Internet organization role should be limited , their interference needs to be controlledGrassroots level intervention should be promotedYes Policy is a great part of change and can impact hugely

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Any relevant agency that would accelerate cooperationSuch an accelerator should show a prototype or a demo site.Yes I see it as a BoF.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Sharing outputs;raising awareness of agenda items...Yes It must be multistakeholder



Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Other IGOs NGOs that assist refugees can be part of the development agenda.Yes invite select tech leaders with strong support for NGOs to spearhead this initiative.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes

Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Implementation of the Help Desk, Policy Observatory and Policy Incubator proposed by the reportNo Yes Cooperation Accelator looks duplicative to me, it is like an IGF inside IGF. The work is intended to do will work better as an advisory role for the Policy Incubator. That way could have a very limited an concrete role to avoid duplication and build on top of BPFs experiencesTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs NGOs working on the ground on the specific issuesI desagree with the idea of a Cooperation Accelerator precisely because for being useful should be comprehensive of many actors that are already part of different groups of work existent at IGF, such as BPFs, DCs, NRIs, high level meetings. That work only makes sense as a "task force" work that could for example advise the Policy Incubator in specific topics. That way will keep it narrower and less duplicative of other current or proposed structures. As I mentioned, the format could be a task force organised by topic at request of the Policy Incubator or the help desk when there is concrete demand for providing specific attention to an issueYes It should be created as part of the IGF secretariat by increasing their resources and staff. Responsability should be to organise the work to answer to specific policy demands made by local or regional actors in order to support policy processes regarding IG

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.All of them, plus others:  A tracking mechanism of the adoption of the recommendations issues A Paris-Agreement style of binding compromises by stakeholders (Member states and Industry alike) It’s important that Recommendations and other outputs issued by IGF defined as strategic and according to agreed priorities are endorsed by UNSG and communicated to all UN countries asking for their implementation.Yes Yes The Cooperation Accelerator should foster the application of Recommendations issued after the IGF annual event. Beside the BPF participants, also Members of AG and NRIs should be included in the Accelerator. Accelerator processes should be activated and monitored by the AG and a list of technical and institutional bodies should be members of Accelerator (see answer n.7). NRIs should be allowed to give inputs to the Cooperation accelerator as the AG as they interact and collect input from existing networks (the ones existing around the BPF and beyond) and groups at national and regional level.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs All institutions listed above plus INGO grouping specific categories very concerned by the IG (banks, media, ecc.), or loose association with a specific scope, such as the the Journalism Trust Initiative https://jti-rsf.org/en/about  and similar.Identifying best practices across the world and across all stakeholders, identifying possible paths of investment and way of intervention for UN agencies, national governments, private funding….)  the accelerator should have a clear mandate from the SG, that needs to accompany and support its intervention and monitor its implementation (for instance through one of the specialized agencies).Yes We need first to identify the priority areas of intervention of the policy incubator. The AG could play the role to identify which are these areas, analyzing the results of the dynamic coalitions and of the intersessional activities. According to the areas, we need to include in the P.I. composition the best experiences existing all across the world, in developed as well as in developing countries. For instance if we want to develop recommendations on privacy, we need to involve the most advanced experiences, such as , for instance, the network of EU regulators, the board of the CoE convention on data protection, and so on). The Policy Incubator should work in sync with or have some sort of coordination with regional regulatory initiatives (think the case of GDPR and its impact on personal data governance across the world).

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies No It would overpoliticize IGF and make its activities close to impossible

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.N/A Yes N/A

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No I understand that Cooperation Accelerator will be more focused in "cooperation".  They could work together, with a broader scope.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsTech Corporations, foundationsNRIs should apply for cooperation.Yes Yes, because new ideas or relevant issues could be discuss and mature for the construction of new policies.  The composition of its members should be experts no only in different topics, but in the design of international public policies.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No Best Practice Forums (BPFs) could be part of the Cooperation Accelerator.  in terms of composition/membership will have 1/5 from different interested groups and + youth. The membership will be for minimum two years. as well as its responsibilities. The Cooperation Accelerator for me have to be a navigator for me and for National NRI members.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs National and regional Network Operator Groups - NOG'sOnline meetings, presentations, interim online meetings, reporting on IG related issues and news. Whis goal have to b done with BPF'sNo It's functions have to be clear for 200% - well we have good NGO's and they are doing recearches and etc on this points. Are we creating "competitoors" of NGo sector and funcional overlaps? I like this very important functions of The Policy incubator  (monitor, examine, and incubate) but may be need to be more focused on details.  And sorry for no - I like idea of Policy Incubator :)

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes But I also think they could be expanded and complemented by other bottom-up, community-driven initiativesTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Journalism/news media outletsMake it incredibly clear why Internet governance is relevant, and how their participation can make a meaningful difference.Yes Funding it is key because then you can actually ensure it'll have a strong secretariat to support it. Being a coordination center for the multiple policy initiatives happening could be a good role.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No We do think that BPFs could have a role in acting as Cooperation Accelerators but dialogue will be needed as to how the composition of the Forums and the process they followed should be modified.  In particular the BPF (in considering a specific policy issue) would need to be open in their deliberations, to ensure that all relevant stakeholders are involved in the dialogue and that regular reporting (on progress) to Advisory Group takes place.The entities to be focused on by the Cooperation Accelerator will depend on the specific policy issue being discussed. Clearly for technical policy issues the CA would need to focus on bodies such as ICANN, the RIRs and the IETF but also include relevant IGOs and Standard Bodies, and of course relevant businesses. In any case, we would recommend that the IGF acts, in this context, as a dispatch function, as the work should be addressed in other relevant organisations.No No We are not convinced that the role of the Policy incubator would be distinct from the Cooperation Accelerator.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Engaging in informational sessions e.g. webinarsYes Responsibilities would be to try out policies after intense research on possible obstacles

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.More than recommendations, summaries of positions and trends will be a very valuable input. Many countries look for that to be able to know who are their counterparts on specific issues. Having budget to commision papers that cover different sessions at the IGF and analyze the different positions and mark trends and potential impact will be tremendously valuable. The IGF website is just a repository with very limited search power to allow people to build based on outputs. A really powerful machine learning/Ai powered search engine should allow people to use the information on the IGF in a more efficient way.Yes No It seems to me that DCs might be a better (more productive) space to do such work. However, the CA needs funding to be able to support specific areas where cooperation is required. IGF participants should be able to register for the CA to contribute funds for specific tasks and have more project management skills to track and implement.Private sector! all the challenges to bring about positive change to the Internet ARE on the hands of the private sector. Most bad practices are comming from their poor ethical behaviour.Funding to conduct feasibility analysis of proposed recommendations and policy actions.Yes All stakeholder groups should be able to contribute from their perspective to concrete implications of proposed or existing policies. The incubator could take policies from a few countries to begin with to runna analysis and identify the positive elements and then see how they could play in different legal frameworks. One thing that will be really useful for many countries will be to have templates of how to organize community consultations to seek input for policy development and confirm support from local community. Many governments don't have the frameworks to seek public input.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.- IGF+ could produce outputs to be disseminated in the relevant channels, which could inform policy making processes about the issues at stake. A task force can be formed to follow up on the dissemination of these messages to ensure the outputs of the IGF+ are taken into account. - There is a need to test the multistakeholder model to identify if it is generating the required outcomes because not all stakeholders are evenly represented in the process. - Define specific mechanisms where the cooperation accelerator can track and follow up the outcome of the discussion with the relevant agencies/ministries/corporationsYes No The cooperation accelerator process should be a continuous process pre and post IGF to reach consensus on the issues discussed.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs In addition to above-mentioned stakeholders, we could include social/ content/cultural platforms, regional and national IGF’s, business associations, e-commerce platforms, consumer rights associations.Accelerators could play a proactive role in cooperating by reaching out to the concerned stakeholders specified in the agenda to ensure the outcome of the discussion on Internet governance centric topics is elaborated on in other fora not taking part in the forum.  Accelerators to build consensus among the key stakeholders at the national level to facilitate regional and global integration in the policy discourseYes -	A policy incubator could host incubation groups based on expertise relevant to the topic in focus. -	A policy incubator could possibly contribute to formulating concrete policy outcomes and ensure the active participation of high-level policymakers and industry representatives with all the other stakeholders. -	Working groups/task force members who can discuss/reach, in a specific timeframe, a common ground on policy considerations relevant to emerging issues. These groups should be multistakeholder and balanced in representation

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsRIRs, internet society, other industry associations that have a stake in internet issues (e.g. banking, automotive industries)The Cooperation Accelerator function needs to recognize that nearly all companies rely on and integrate internet functionalities at a deep level. There should be consideration made for issues raised by the integration of internet functionality into verticals like banking, the automotive sector, and e-commerce.Yes The goals of a Policy Incubator are useful. Its functions may be integrated into a new intersessional structure. The report suggests that the Policy Incubator should have a “flexible and dynamic composition involving all stakeholders concerned by a specific policy issue.” Some of the Policy Incubator’s tasks would replace work being done by the Dynamic Coalitions and BPFs, so the interplay or replacement of these groups needs to be carefully considered.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Other IGOs National Civil society organizations involved on Internet advocacy and digital rights issuesCreating an inclusive consultative processYes It should draw from multi-stakeholder constituencies

Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Yes Specific compostion depending on the subject. Open structure. Multi stakeholder.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.No Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions No It might constitute a duplicate track

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.No Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEUN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsNo No

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions Yes

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes No Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEE Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutions Yes composition/membership is key as this will shape the discussion and also ensure that policies are clear and reponsibilities are define furhter

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes It should use the multi-stakeholder approach, cooperate closely with MAG, but have fewer members with specific responsibilities defined by UNSG, IGF and MAG. It should serve as a liaison between IGF/MAG and UN/member countries.

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes No Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Requires additional sr staff in the Secretariat with clear goals for coordination and communication.Yes multistakeholder/similar MAG composition

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No Membership should be based on expertise taking into account gender, diversity and geographyStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Yes As per 6b above

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Improved Outcomes (timeliness, conciseness, usability) both from intersessional work (Dynamic Coalitions, Best Practice Forums, NRIs etc.) and from annual Meetings, evolving from current formats with help of strengthened IGF-Secretariat and Observatory/Helpdesk NetworkYes No We think that the Advisory Group (AG) could in fact act as a cooperation accelerator network. It would improve coordination at a level of decision-makers across the different stakeholder groups, particularly also in case of urgent issues (i.e. “respond calls”).Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs As said above, the Advisory Group would improve coordination at a level of decision-makers across the different stakeholder groups, including the UN system, and particularly also in case of urgent issues (i.e. “respond calls” as in a COVID-19 situation). This means that it would be able to accelerate cooperation at a horizontal level with all stakeholder groups being represented directly and indirectly within it. In addition, the Advisory Group would accelerate cooperation with the grassroots of the policy networks: it would provide input on draft principles, orientations, guidelines and recommendations prepared by Policy Incubator Networks (PIN).  The Advisory Group should also be able to propose the establishment of new PINs or request existing ones to address emerging/urgent needs. By being linked in these ways to the Advisory Group the PINs would count with direct connection to the relevant decision-makers, which, in turn, would enhance the visibility, tangibility and relevance of their work.Yes We do not see the “policy incubator” function as a body, but as a network of issue-specific policy incubator networks. In this sense, current DCs, BPFs and external policy networks (willing to do so) could be evolved into policy incubator networks (PINs) and offered stronger support by the IGF-Secretariat as well as by the Observatory/Helpdesk Network.  The intersessional work from policy incubator networks (PINs) should have stronger linkages to the Advisory Group and the IGF overall program. The Advisory Group should also be able to propose the establishment of new PINs or request existing ones to address emerging/urgent needs. In this sense, the Advisory Group would intersessionally and/or at its annual forum discuss draft PIN principles, orientations, guidelines and recommendations and make inputs to the PINs. By being linked in these ways to the AG the PINs would count with direct connection to the relevant decision-makers, which, in turn, would enhance the visibility, tangibility and relevance of their 

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No DCs should be added into this with BPFs, because of the reach and impact of DCs work in the structure of the IGF processTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.other entities, otherwise it would be just technical discussions and miss other IG issues related to economic/social divide. Proposed entities: NGOs. universities, legislative bodies, youth initiatives.Yes It depends which policies? are they public ? for private sector? or regional and national? who is selecting the composition of this Policy Incubator and looking for including a wide diversity of stakeholders ?

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Open Government is already a network relating or liaison with the government and parliamentarians not excludedYes Yes As structural as AG of IGFTechnical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionssurveys on needs assessment and draw up SWOT thereafter.Yes As structural as AG of IGF

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.to begin with capacity development to those that have not been part of the process, that they may understand their and know their roles.Yes let there be a wide range of stakeholders as much as possible, with targets of implementation to be met

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.The NRIs Should be responsible for making recommendations to the AG and the AG should be responsible for presenting those recommendations to the UNNo No There should not be a cooperation accelerator. While existing companies are important, they should not be given undue influence on global policy that would likely  disadvantage their competitors and stifle competition.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Other IGOs If the accelerator Includes non-entities, then it could be useful. Because the Internet is so focused on work, there should be the inclusion of organizations who focus on understanding the nature of employment and workPublicly announce initiatives on an annual basis and ensure cooperation from different entities to work on the established planYes Multi-stakeholder and inter-disciplinary Members should use the information from the annual IGF conference and the smaller NRI conferences To create new policy and evaluate existing

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Work in English AND French and Spanish if possible the 6 officials languages !!Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Some national / regional institutions?Yes Same as AG. No need to change it that much

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Yes Like the current MAG with some adjustements : opening to broader fields in civil society for example sociologists and other NGOs

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes Experts across field and exposure.

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes UN spécial agencies or organizations; Institutes, NGOs and  Youth organization advocating on issues related to internetEach group should elect a representative with permanent seat and power to decide.Yes It's should be an external entity but structured as the current MAG



Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsNGOs, Academia's Yes 65 membership composition with a well fine terms of reference

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies No Yes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes We also think that the Dynamic Coalitions may be useful in implementing this element, but believe it is important that there is a baseline standard criteria, including multistakeholder, sectoral, and geographic representation.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Technical institutions within different countriesCreating more awareness and facilitating outreach with relevant stakeholders to bring them together using the networks that are already established by existing institutions.No We cautiously support the concept of working to incubate policies and norms for public discussion and adoption, but caution against creating a new institution that centralizes or establishes a one-size-fits-all approach, recognizing the diversity of issues that it would be required to cover. We would like to see cooperation on policies and norms across established entities, working together in new ways. We are also concerned about the drain on resources and funding that could be associated with establishing a new institution could divert away from other aspects of the IGF.

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsBe active between the parties and facilitate public private partnershipsNo This body should not directly check opon policies

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsBy including Ministers of Foreign Affairs of each state to enhence NriYes Each state should have a policy/parliament representative that enhence policy at national level

Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsBroaden their communication network to include more community membersYes I believe communication is the key factor, with an enhanced website and sharing information

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes

Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF  could take the form of a “network” to enable sharing of information  for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level.Involve NRI more in particular national IGF which are key to implementing policyYes MAG like Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEUN agencies Other IGOs Bring key and well connected MAG members and former MAG members to the mixYes MAG

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEUN agencies NRIs Yes NRI representatives should play a key role as policy are implelented locally

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes No Rotational and voluntary membership of the CA  in line with UN Working Group processes would be appropriate.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Other Interested parties e.g. GovtsEffective communication and liaison.Yes Composition may be as the Accelerator but input into its work could more with diverse global observatory groups or instruments.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies The topics could be analyzed in different working groups, in order to be able to work more efficiently. In these groups, the representation of all multiple stakeholders should be soughtYes This Policy incubator should be open to the different actors interested in Internet governance, with the participation of actors who have the power to adopt the policies that are designed.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes Inclusion of policy-makers, regulators would be valuable in terms of composition.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEE No Yes

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .Le FGI national français est très bon, il y a aussi l’AFNIC ou encore d’autres groupesYes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies Les aspects locaux doivent rester centrauxYes Si eu seulement si les aspects locaux sont centraux

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Proposing and drafting policies that can be adopted by public (States, Municipal, local) and private entities (Corporations, Associations).Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.Other IGOs Yes Ensure greater inclusion of non-state actors as expressed above.

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Capacity building organizations, global, regional, nationalYes

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.World and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Yes More younger from regional IGF or different technical or human rights communities.

Increased awareness of the purpose and activities of the IGF, through increased outreach to NRIs, IGOs, NGO networks, etc. .NRI are key in involving local communitiesYes Yes Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsNRI increased cooperationYes NRIs,MAG, UN agencies

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.Yes Yes Standards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agencies This can happen if the IGF is mainstreamed in the UN activities, the Accelerator would be able to facilitate such cooperationYes Composition/membership of the Policy Incubator should be multi-stakeholder in outlook from Advisory Group, The NRis and the UN Policy Network, activities should focus on hemonisation of the different polices generated from the different organisations

Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendas.With more and focused outreach and lobbying much can be achieved. In fact the IGF as it is currently funded has no resources for this.Yes No I suggest to assign Acceleration Cooperators (AC’s) withing the IGF+ Secretariat. Each one responsible for one (max 2) specific stakeholder groups. These functions could be supported by the Advisory Group.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs Governments, the industryCooperation needs continuation and trust. This can be achieved by participation in relevant meetings and following the processes of the respective stakeholder group. AC’s should then report to the Advisory Group and flag upcoming and most pressing issues. Term limited AG-members can support AC’s in their work during their term.No I would rather like to see how policies, that came out of the IGF, are incubated from other organisations, governments and the industry. Possibly the Cooperation Accelerator could monitor such developments by building strong relationships to their stakeholder groups that they are in constant exchange with.

All of them, plus others: A tracking mechanism of the adoption of the recommendations issues.A Paris-Agreement style of binding compromises by stakeholders (Member states and Industry alike). It’s important that Recommendations and other outputs issued by IGF defined as strategic and according to agreed priorities are endorsed by UNSG and communicated to all UN countries asking for their implementation.Yes Yes The Cooperation Accelerator should foster the application of Recommendations issued after the IGF annual event. Beside the BPF participants, also Members of AG and NRIs should be included in the Accelerator. Accelerator processes should be activated and monitored by the AG and a list of technical and institutional bodies should be members of Accelerator (see answer n.7). NRIs should be allowed to give inputs to the Cooperation accelerator as the AG as they interact and collect input from existing networks (the ones existing around the BPF and beyond) and groups at national and regional level.Technical Internet organisations such as ICANN, IETF, IEEEStandards or policy organisations addressing policy areas with digital dimensions, such as food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc.UN agenciesWorld and regional financial institutionsOther IGOs All institutions listed above, including also regulators and their networks addressing policy areas with digital dimensions such as media, food, healthcare, weather, environment, intellectual property, etc., INGO grouping specific categories very concerned by the IG (banks, media, etc.) and others relevant actors such as:   1) Industry consortiums like the Data Transfer Project https://datatransferproject.dev/, 2) the European DAPSI https://dapsi.ngi.eu/about-us/, 3) the Journalism Trust Initiative https://jti-rsf.org/en/aboutIdentifying best practices across the world and across all stakeholders, identifying possible paths of investment and way of intervention for UN agencies, national governments, private funding….) the accelerator should have a clear mandate from the SG, that needs to accompany and support its intervention and monitor its implementation (for instance through one of the specialized agencies).Yes We need first to identify the priority areas of intervention of the policy incubator. The AG could play the role to identify which are these areas, analyzing the results of the dynamic coalitions and of the intersessional activities.According to the areas, we need to include in the P.I. composition the best experiences existing all across the world, in developed as well as in developing countries. For instance if we want to develop recommendations on privacy, we need to involve the most advanced experiences, such as , for instance, the network of EU regulators, the board of the CoE convention on data protection, and so on).The Policy Incubator should work in sync with or have some sort of coordination with regional regulatory initiatives (think the case of GDPR and its impact on personal data governance across the world).



10. Do you think the Observatory and Help Desk are useful elements of IGF + architecture?The Observatory and Help Desk would provide an overview of digital policy issues, coordinate capacity development activities, and provide help and assistance on digital cooperation and policy issues.10a. If yes, how should it look like in terms of composition/membership as well as its responsibilities?10b. If no, please describe why.11. The present approach to funding for the IGF is a combination of voluntary contributions from governments, technical Internet organizations, private sector. At present, a UN Trust Fund, administered by UN DESA receives funds and manages the UN Trust Fund. It has been acknowledged that funding is not at the needed level to support the work of the IGF and that more funding is needed to fulfill the Project Agreement that defines the activities of the IGF. Additional funding is needed for the IGF+, as proposed. Do you think the funding mechanism included in the IGF + architecture is sustainable?11a. If not, how funding could be increased and improved? What are some options for additional funding sources/contributors?12. Do you think the IGF should have a strengthened role in addressing IG public policies?12a. If yes, How this could be achieved?12b. If not, please explain why13. Is improved communications regarding the work of the IGF needed?13a. If yes, how do you suggest such improvements are implemented?

Response Open-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseResponse A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesOther (please specify)Response Open-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseResponse Open-Ended Response

Yes Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF Secretariat Yes Yes

No Internet is too large/diverse to be served by singular services/institutions.  Such structures should be supporting and facilitating, of open participation by more specialised (eg geographic, or stakeholder-specific) components.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes By providing information and support, and a mechanism for policies to be proposed, discussed, and evolved. Not as a singular source of policy.Yes Modernise, professionalise, remove from UN restrictions.

Yes Experienced people in different areasNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes More involvement with Governments and Multilateral organizationsYes More people need to know IGF activities

Yes They should be able to manage internet policy making at the regional and country level, through different funding strategies, independent from the UNNo Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes IG should have closer contact to the countries and regions, taking advantage of the local UN representationsYes Seminars, webcasts, monthly reports, IGF proceedings, publications

Yes The UK IGF Committee agrees with the UK government position and the discussions at the UN Round Table of stakeholders, chaired by UNDP and ITU, to consider how to take forward the "help desk" recommendation. We are not convinced that there is evidence that “help desks” would be effective and are concerned they would cause duplication and miscommunication. We agree that greater capacity building is required, but this needs to be pro-active and targeted, reaching out to specific under-served stakeholders. We also support the promotion of independent resourcesNo It would be useful to understand how the Trust Fund currently operates and an any analysis of its accounts. New funding will be dependent on how valuable the IGF is to donating stakeholders.  If IGF is seen (for instance) as a nexus between multi-lateral and multi stakeholder governance spheres then even as a body that does not itself make decisions on policy, its institutional engagement with multi-lateral institutions and activities would offer some benefit that might add financial incentives to engage.Yes Policy issues. Each annual IGF meeting should focus on a small number of policy issues. In the past, IGF themes have been rather generic and this can lead to a lack of focus. The policy issues should be identified well in advance so that stakeholders can prepare and in particular so that local and regional IGF initiatives can take them into account. Priority should be given to policy issues where co-operation and global solutions are most needed, where the expertise of the full range of stakeholders participating at the IGF can be best harnessed and so where the resources available at the IGF will add the most value. Also see answers above re connectivityYes The IGF should develop a stronger identity, guided by the MAG, with improved communications and a clearer mission as the convenor and custodian of multi-stakeholder discussion and champion of inclusive dialogue. We welcome the UK government’s donation (£250,000) to transform the website. The chair of the MAG should be given a more high-profile leadership role. The outcomes of the IGF should be communicated more clearly, including communicating them across the UN system, and improving and expanding the IGF website should be a priority. The MAG has a strong diplomatic role to play, under auspices of the UN the MAG sits at the confluence between multi-lateral and multi stakeholder worlds. This is potentially a very influential and important nexus that can enrichen the flow of information, and more importantly understanding of how to work between and within those worlds constructively. Making MAGs ambassadors or such would be the right affirmation

Yes No Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes By the involvement of of parliamentariansYes Getting media organisations involved

Yes No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Yes 1. Set-up of a small Communication professional team 2. more effectively use the official channels already in place

Yes Base with IGF secretariatYes Funds from the World Bank/regional banks; Yes Through national internet governance secretariatYes Quarterly reporting that are circulated through National forum secretariat

Yes Have some sort of a dedicated team within the IGF+ Secretariat to coordinate and execute the work.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesNo Instead of discussing a 'strengthened role', we should think more of how to take best advantage of the current role (how to best/better implement it).Yes Better use of social media; Improved communication from the UN to national governments

No The Observatory and Help Desk does not seem to be well defined yet in terms of structure and mission. In the presented format, it seems to be similar to a digital Observatory, but not exactly the same. An Observatory would be for sure very useful to the ecosystem, by monitoring issues and reporting on hot topics and trends, in a way that it could be a useful resource for the other IGF Plus structures to build on and undertake their activities. This function, however, could be implemented by a well articulated network of already existing Observatories, thus avoiding implementation costs and redundancy of current efforts of the community. On the other hand the proposal for a Help Desk function does not seem to be viable, in the sense that it could bring up financial and human resources issues, as it would be very expensive and complex to set up the proposed regional offices, and also political issues, bearing in mind that an activity like this could help but could also put the IGF in a sensitive arena when dealNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesA Trust Fund is an important resource but can not be the only one. The contributors to the Trust Fund must be as diverse and numerous as possible. It is also necessary to establish a more safe and permanent funding to the multiple activities envisioned by the new structures. Therefore, to have more predictability, the IGF Plus structures need to be supported by institutionalized commitments, as it would be with more permanent financial support by the UN and countries, or even by means of other long-term treaties that could be established with international organizations.Yes Setting up all the structures mentioned above and empowering them to operate in the ecosystem in close coordination with other entities and fora. If that happens within the IGF, it would naturally have more agency in all IG policy processes.Yes The robust structure being proposed for the IGF must rely on a dedicated communications team to prepare strategies required to safeguard a plausible flow of information inside and outside the IGF structure. This includes a set of measures to disclose information and improve transparency and awareness, so as to base the work of the other parts of the proposed model. Communication is also essential for reaching out to other organizations and stakeholders that need to be involved in the work of the Cooperation Accelerator and the Policy Incubator. Furthermore, if more tangible outcomes are being sought, all types of outputs from the IGF Plus structures, including the intersessional work of the BPFs and DCs, must reach the widest possible number of stakeholders, and especially those not usually present in the IGF ecosystem. Finally, communication must be improved among the NRIs and between them and the global IGF structures.

Yes Yes No Yes

Yes No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF Secretariat Yes Improving communication, representation and presenceYes The environment must reach a public that does not live the everyday IG life. Target public, language and media choices should be constantly revised

Yes Civil society ?! Yes Yes Trough the NRI's - giving the legitimation to the NRIs to approach the governments and parliamenarians as ultimate decisionamakers ...  also NRI's regional , subregional and global network may foster harmonization in addressing IG public policies ! , example - making internet access a public asset !No

Yes stakeholder and regional balance cognisant of genderNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes incorporating IG policies into national development agenda and working closely with Regional Economic Communities, INGOS and IGOsYes

Yes Yes Yes By being more visible Yes

Yes It should be consisted of experienced consultants from the fieldNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Issuing recommendations at the global level to be considered by IGOs, Governments, SMEs, NGOs, Technical Communities, etc., Involvement of parliamentarians in the IGF could enhance sharing of information for the awareness of IGF outputs at national and regional level, Inclusion of IGF outputs on the regional and national digital agendasYes Involving PR agency, exercising capacity building within IGF (MAG)

No To be linked to WSIS processNo Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Providing implementable recommendationsYes more effort at national level

No I suggest that the 'Policy Incubator' and the 'Observatory' should be merged into 1 unit.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes The UN should bring it more forcefully to the attention of national governments and regional governmental bodies (eg the EU). Introduce it as a question to be addressed in the NVRs for SDG work.Yes A comms policy and media campaign: place articles in serious mainstream media, focusing on the relevance of Internet Governance issues to people's daily concerns.

Yes Les personnes ressources et les anciens membres du Mag pourraient le composerYes Yes C'est possible via la mise en œuvre de structures réellement inclusive et non partisanes au niveau national, sous régional, régional et mondialYes Les possibilités offertes par le numérique doivent être démocratisées, vulgarisées et accessibles au plus grand nombre.

Yes Yes and No, case by caseNo Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFNo IGF and all NRIs they are doing their best into this processNo

Yes No Additional outreach to foundations Yes Yes

Yes In Recommendation 2, there is mention of regional help desks.  For this structure to be effective, it needs to be strongly tied to the existing National and Regional Initiatives, many which provide capacity building opportunities and programs. Many I* global and regional organizations also provide the same (such as ICANN, ISOC, APNIC, RIPE NCC etc.) and these efforts should be leveraged, improved, harmonized, and not duplicated in an unnecessary way.  Policy think tanks and civil society organizations can also provide a different layer of analysis and assistance.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesAll of the above.Yes If the IGF+ works as envisioned, it will already have a great linkage to decision making structures and be able to address and make recommendations for IG public policies.Yes A dedicated communications expert in the IGF+ secretariat team should be employed and/or resources should be diverted from the Office of the UN Secretary-General (see response to q. 14a) to enhance media and communications for the many outputs of the IGF that are currently not fully utilized or widely known.  Relying on the voluntary efforts from the community is not enough to give the spotlight to many very valuable outputs and documents that have been produced over the years at IGFs.  In addition, these outputs should be fully integrated into the processes of the various UN institutions as well, thus having the resources directly from the Office of the UN Secretary-General will greatly facilitate the process.

Yes Curation function of what's going on and what's working and notNo Yes CoGov architecture Yes network of networks, in the CoGov architeture

Yes The policies provided will be greatly usefulNo Funds from the World Bank/regional banks; Yes Training and re training. Research and ConsultancyYes Creating forums in various social media. Publishing and distribution to libraries

Yes Membership should emphasize researchers and communicators to be effective.Yes Yes Require more recognition and a seat at the table, especially at the ITU.Yes More social media, but in particular additional virtual meetings during the year across the globe.

Yes should be balance Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes inclusivity is highly neededYes precise and and effective communicaion needed

Yes No Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Yes

Yes It helps to develop and incubate leadershipYes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF Secretariat Collabotaive approachYes Igf is public voice which needs to be addressedYes Igf should needs representation not tokenization

No In theory, yes. But I cannot think of a successful example. The Europeans are heavily into this so it would be good if they can point to a clear success.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundations Yes At the minimum, point to best practices. The IGF is so far from recommendations that going there now is just not thinkable. Instead, perhaps countries could come up with a list of what is effectively FAQs.No

Yes Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes A help Desk requires different expertise- it is a linking or facilitating mechanism- it is more of a staff or postdoc function.No Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks; Yes Improved sharing of discussions/ideasYes Staff with this responsibility + ability to reach developing nations



Yes No Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes There are several tech leaders that influence global public policy.

Yes their multistakeholderism in composition, Regional and gender diversityNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Yes more social media awareness, robust and weekly publications, more video and live talks or publications, TV and news advertisements

Yes It should be created as part of the IGF secretariat by increasing their resources and staff. Responsability should be to organise the work to answer to specific policy demands made by local or regional actors in order to provide accurate information on IG issues and crossreference groups working in those issues to put them in contactNo Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Through the support provided by the Help desk, the Policy Observatory and the Policy Incubator. The role should be provide information and recommendations on demand of regional and local actors. I do not see a role in establishing mandatory rules, but there is a role to provide more concrete recommendation and a better follow up of how different regulatory options evolve and their impacts.Yes Additional resources to make a more consistent outreach of additional audiences and better information of the intersessional work.

Yes The Observatory should support and give directions to the AG about directives e recommendations to be issued on year basis. GIPO is an example to be studied, to learn what did not work and why https://www.giponet.org/en GIP is also a good example to be taken as reference https://dig.watch/. Maybe the two observatories could interact and offer a broader range of functionalities to the IG international community. An another interesting model to be analyzed is the European Audiovisual Observatory, that was created by European Institutions when it was decided to start to have common regional audiovisual policies, but there was a lack of public accessible data to be used as the common ground for elaborating paneuropean policies. In the digital world where most of data are privatized and belongs to few companies, such mission is even more difficult to be accomplished, but nevertheless, even more important.No Additional funds from countriesThe first step would be to bring the IGF responsibility directly under the political responsibility of the UNSG, and to link its actions to UN priorities and to UN SDG. If IGF becomes a tool of the UN policies and strategies, UN Specialized agencies and Bretton Woods institution -such as World Bank and FMI  and others could re-orient their funds on projects where the AG and its tools could provides the needed expertise or adopt the IGF elaborated standards as a requirement for their future interventions. Giving more funds to IGF is strategic to allow IGF and AG to activate processes to tackle IG priorities. An option could be to have – on a voluntary basis (at least at the beginning)- part of the incomes of ICANN and national and regional registries devolved to IGF in an automatic and indexed form.Yes A two-ways virtuous process needs to be established between IGF and all multilateral institutions, in which IGF could ask some agencies, institutions or private sector to reflect on some public policies and viceversa, some institutions or governments could ask IGF to produce public policies recommendations. NRIs could support this process and give important contribution to strengthen IGF role. A tighter link with Parlamentarians and their associations could be particularly useful to pursue this scope.Yes One of the big failure of IGF till today is that has not been able to attract the attention of media on its activities. Indeed, the complete absence of IGF on main media is an issue. Communication was never thought out as a task of the IGF nor the MAG  13a. If yes, how do you suggest such improvements are implemented?  This has been determined by the lack of resources, but also because the communication has been always relegated at the end of the attention of the MAG and of the IGF: more preoccupied to avoid risks, than to seize opportunities. With a relative small investment, results could be achieved easily. Agree, as mentioned, there is no mandate (and therefore no resources) for communication. What is also more worring is that the IGF never made it through the official UN channel of communication..! (at basically no cost)

No Don't see how this mechanism will work in practice and from where it would draw its legitimacyYes Yes Buttom-up organization of IGF shows its limits. Part of the program shoul dbe scheduled by the MAG, another part by community buttom-up processYes IGf is not known outside IGf community. Strong narative should be developed and used

Yes N/a Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks; Yes Webinars Yes Mailing lists engagement

Yes Small staff. Their main duty should be to identify priorities, demands and needs.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Must work closely to the UN SG.Yes More communication worldwide in different languages. More content must be disseminated about IG.

Yes No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundations No It could destroy National IGF, Need more explanation what we mean under "addressing". It will change IG dialogue so could we replace it with the recommendation or other a soft power tool?Yes For new comers need more visual  information  and multimedia how it;s working

Yes I think using GIP DIgital Watch as a template, or even better, simply supporting their work further would accomplish this.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Including more meaningful outputsYes The IGF has accomplished more than many give it credit for, but the secretariat is completely overstreched. That means there is no room for a dedicated comms team.

No Work has already taken place on Policy Observatory's both in the European Union and latterly as part of the "Going Digital" Programme of the OECD. Therefore we do not consider, given limited resources,  a Help desk to be a priorityNo We recognise the importance of the IGF in developing a more sustainable funding mechanism with a wider contribution base (encompassing all stakeholder entities).  At present the number of individual entities providing funds is limited, relying on just a few government, businesses and members of the Technical Community.  A first task for the proposed Advisory Group should be to develop a funding strategy that could well include contracting with a professional fundraiser.Yes The IGF, is the most significant multistakeholder mechanism for discussion of Internet related issues and thus, naturally, it has, and will, discuss IG public policy issues.  It is not, however, a decision making body and as such the ideas, and even recommendations that it may bring forward would, in the main, be taken up and further developed in other fora. The IGF can strengthen its role however as a dispatch function, in helping identify which relevant organisation can address emerging policy issues.Yes There is always room for improvements in communication, not least within stakeholder groups (such as business) which are often under-represented at the global IGF.  Again this is something the proposed Advisory Group will need to look at

Yes Should be composed of well informed individualsNo Additional outreach to foundations Additional funds from countriesNo Public policy must be customized to each individual countryYes More online sessions and advertisements

Yes That is how I see the current IGF secretariat work should be structured, only around observatory (data management, publication, reporting, surveying) and help desk (how to's, travel support, etc) with NO influence on program decisions or strategyNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesA professional fundraiser should be able to design a campaign to target existing trust fund contributions plus the ones listed above. A comprehensive analysis of what can the existing trust fund do to be able to do fundraising more openly should be conducted. A strategy to fundraise for projects like the funding contributed by UK for the website is an example of how to raise funds more effectively.Yes The Chair and the AG could engage more directly as IGF reps on policy development. The problem now is that a MAG member does not represent the IGF, so when we do that kind of support locally it tends to be as part of our employer's work, not by mandate of the IGF. Is an issue about who is authorized to represent the IGF officially, what the position is that we can present.Yes There has been continuos and concrete recommendations over the years to redesign and improve the IGF website, its search engine and knowledge management, social media channels. Due to lack of funding, most of those have not been implemented or addressed. Any work on this area should start with a deep review of all that information already available. The IGF+ should have budget to do informative videos of professional quality and online publications that are more than office documents converted to PDF.

Yes Helpdesk: NRI’s, regional IGO’s and UN relevant regional institutions can play a key role in the regional anchoring of public policy issues. The helpdesk can be a resource to help various stakeholders understand  current policy challenges and the available resources to improve their understanding of these issues. Observatory: could produce policy briefs that are specific/accurate to help inform policy making processes, and design policy benchmarking tools to identify the relevant gaps at the global and regional levels.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countries-	UN regular Budget  -	IFC (International Finance Corporation could be part of the funders )Yes IGF+ should address topics in a focused/agile way. Through a predefined policy incubation process. The IGF+ could produce outputs in various formats to respond the needs/requirements of the involved stakeholdersYes -	Streamlining information to ensure all the updates are received by regions/countries.  -	An engagement strategy should be designed to outreach the concerned entities (tailored communication should ensure official invitations are issued to east represented. stakeholder groups/ ministries/ agencies) this could increase the IGF’s visibility and improve coordination. It could also facilitate the engagement of the relevant entities in the policy dialogue.  -	Provide communication in UN official languages.

No The Observatory and Help Desk seem like a difficult, bureaucratic unit that would be difficult to manage and could easily fall prey to the tyranny of politics. Most issues span standardization bodies and international organizations; a help-desk that is supposed to direct stakeholders in the direction of different entities to pursue cooperation could easily be engulfed in a scenario whereby the help-desk overlooks various entities in order to pursue political ends. That said, to the extent a Help Desk is integrated, it would be important that its guidance be retained and published online in order to build up a consultable record of its references and guidance over time in an open and transparent manner.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesThe report only suggests that an “IGF Trust Fund would be a dedicated fund for the IGF Plus. All stakeholders…. would be encouraged to contribute.” This replicates the current model and adds no additional mechanisms for fundraising. There should be a strong emphasis on professional fundraising. Currently, raising money is largely a volunteer effort incumbent upon the IGF MAG and participants. This is greatly appreciated and impressive, but does not replace the expertise and effectiveness of professional fundraisers.Yes The IGF can have a strengthened role in addressing IG public policies through the recommendations of BPFs/Policy Incubators. Public policy is most often shaped by the circumstances of individual jurisdictions. The IGF need not wade into the world of binding treaties or commitments, but it would be very helpful for regulators, governments, and industry alike to confidently refer to the research and recommendations of an IGF PBF/Policy Incubator in the same way that many refer to the recommendations of institutions like the OECD or ITU on policy matters. The only way to achieve this level of authority and esteem is to begin producing the types of recommendations governments and regulators seek out in helping determine new policy.Yes The work of intersessional groups, and the IGF as a whole, needs to be formally shared through multiple channels, namely press releases and targeted outreach to major newspapers, industry publications, industry consortia, etc.   The AG and Secretariat should also have a role in identifying policy windows in various jurisdictions in which to promote their work. The network of AG members and the NRIs is vast. Ensuring that they are utilized to their full capacity can help in improving the IGF’s communications.

Yes Composed of technical community, government representatives and NGOsNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundations Additional funds from countriesYes By identifying certain areas of consensus where the resolutions of IGF should have the status of a UN resolutionYes Improved communications from the secretariat to NRIs and from NRIs to their constituents

No Not sure activity neeededNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAsign domain name registraton proceeds (similar approach to cgi.br) to .org with ISOC orNo Can struture the process and facilitate, but not really do it itself.Yes

Yes No Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes The outputs of the IGF should be revised by the different countries and followed upYes Official communications from UN to countries and mapping of relevant entities to confirm receipt of these communications

Yes Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesNo No

Yes Yes No Yes

Yes No Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Yes

Yes continental level No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes through support to countries that are lagging behind in research and capacity building for frontline actors to ensure more awareness at local levelYes Through a continental communication team with specific area of expertise and direct action or task to implement to meet the overall goal

Yes I believe it should be a network of the individuals and/or organisations with very wide scope of their activities, that are capable of giving broad opinions on a number of issues, but also, as a group or individual member, to implement specific projects as defined/required by MAG/UNSG.No Direct inclusion into the budget of UN.Yes Using official UN ways of communication.Yes

No Communication function should be covered in CA and Policy functions, it does not require an additional group.No Additional funds from countriesNo Yes Add this function to the Secretariat (with needed resources).

Yes Membership should be on geographic basisNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF Secretariat Crowd funding is neededYes Through NRIs Yes Through diplomatic channels and government institutions as well as academia

Yes We do not think of the Observatory and Helpdesk as a body, but as a network of existing and future observatories and helpdesks. In this sense, the IGF+ Observatory and Helpdesk function would be performed by a network of helpdesks/observatories (e.g. Global Internet Policy Observatory, the Geneva Internet Platform, etc.) that are willing to perform that task. They would closely cooperate with a strengthened IGF-Secretariat. The Helpdesk/Observatory Network should serve as a “one-stop-shop” for all stakeholders, but especially from small and developing countries and on a needs-based basis, in order to enable their meaningful participation.  The Observatory/Helpdesk Network should:   - provide updated information on relevant issues, processes and actors;   - connect interested actors with each another and provide support for organizing as Policy Incubator Networks;   - provide capacity-building for interested stakeholders on relevant issues in the field of digital cooperation enabling them to meaningfully partiNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesBy linking stakeholder leaders to the IGF+ through the new Advisory Group and by increasing the relevance and added-value of the work done by the PINs the incentive and pressure to devote funding to the IGF would naturally increase.  The mid-term goal would to reach a funding span between 3-6 Million USD per year (annual meeting not included), which should be more than enough to cover the costs of the whole system, including appropriate travel-support for less well-resourced stakeholders. Funding should be multistakeholder including support from member states, technical sector, foundations and private companies.Yes By the combination of improvements explained above the IGF would be able to: -	Broaden the inclusiveness of IGF policy work, and, therefore, its legitimacy, by lowering access barriers, providing capacity-building resources, and quality information thanks to the support of the Observatory and Helpdesk network and a strengthened IGS-Secretariat; -	Improve the timeliness of policy work prepared within the IGF, by the ability of the Advisory Group to quickly react and respond to emerging topics (such as COVID-19); -	Improve the impact of policy work prepared by policy incubator networks, as they would count with the advice of the strategic Advisory Group, which would also be able to relay the corresponding outputs to the right decision-making fora and/or institutions and organizations; -	Improve the quality of its policy work, thanks to a broader, more inclusive and interdisciplinary participation, and thanks to the support of the Observatory and Helpdesk network and a strengthened IGS-Secretariat;Yes The IGF Secretariat’s staff would need to be increased and strengthened. Particularly the communication about the IGF’s specific « added value » (compared to other events on digitalization) should be enhanced: Bottom-up, open, inclusive.

Yes The composition should be as inclusive as possible. To include both young and experience professionals in the processes. Provide monthly updates on the state of art in the ecosystem and opportunities to get involved.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF Secretariat Our concern is, if the funds will give more power to certain sectors to decisions . If not, World Bank and Industry groups could be an option, of course, when the objectivity and equality of voting process is guaranteed.Yes The outcome elaborated by annual IGF meeting and the process before the meeting should be the main guidance from where IG public policies need to be addressed and applied by UN and States members.Yes the newsletter was a great idea need to have a brief of the DCs work. for those who are unaware about the IGF, Advertisements on social media of the IGF outcomes, engage common citizens in local initiatives through educational programs at universities and raise awareness campaigns run with the support of civil society, technical community and academia.

Yes As structural as AG of IGFYes Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes By widening participation of multistakeholdersYes Communicate more and engage, especially deliberate involvement of TechMedia professionally.

Yes Yes A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks; Yes Yes

Yes No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional funds from industry groups, such as WEFNo there is possibility of legitimacy coming up ; at global, regional and national levelYes Discussion of IG within the people representatives ; e.g Parliamentarians , Cabinet secretaries etc

No It is an unnecessary layer Between the NRIs and the UNYes The mandated funding levels for each country should be increased. Overreliance on funding from the private sector or specific countries resplicing the work of the IGF. Money buys influence and money like that should be avoidedYes The IGF should establish and ISO affiliateYes Budget for marketing

No Why not merge it with the incubator. It’s a subsidiary!No Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesOther stakeholder groups as well AND localYes Be attached to UNSG, Link more global and local IGFsYes LANGUAGES !! It’s very important in Africa and i suppose in other part of the world

No Redondant. It should be simple. The incubator is enoughNo Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesStakeholders should fund + participation at national level (national IGF ? In France Germany Poland for the last global IGFs ?)Yes Advising UNSG as a real multistakeholder forumYes Communication campain in French English (working UN languages) + 4 other official languages

Yes No Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Comparing best practices and similarities.Yes Develop an application for ease of communication and participation.

Yes Here you should think about, first Youth aged to 35 maximum coming from various communitiesNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes In form of general assembly where every stakeholder and the government will decide. Don't forget to include the GAFAYes Election of youth embassadors and sending youth envoys to raising awareness World wide



No Observatory  will dublicate efforts, there are already many organisation performing such role.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Could be achieve through multistakeholderism of communitiesYes Through a well define commutation policy at global, regional, national, and local levels

No Yes Yes Yes

No We think that the observatory is a good idea, but are concerned about the viability of the help desk, with the amount of cultural, political, linguistic gaps that come into play and the uncertainty about how it would be sustainability staffed, while ensuring expertise and balance.No Additional outreach to foundationsAdditional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes IGOs, IG bodies and governments should be encouraged to be actively involved in the IGF and contributing to the work and recommendations and considering their role in implementation. When recommendations are made, they should include the call to action, target audience and what can be done by the target entities. This will also require raising more awareness. In the crafting of any recommendations, it is important that the voice of consumers and users are included in the conversations.Yes There should be a dedicated and coordinated communication function, which would best be served from within the secretariat. There needs to be clear messaging that knows it’s audience(s) and prepares material that are accessible and easy for other entities to share and help with promotion and raising awareness. There needs to be thoughtful content creation and promotion.

Yes It seems a useful body to provide global policy issuesNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes By facilitating regional debatesYes The reports are to boring

Yes Technical, Academia reseacher, Economist, private sectorNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFYes Help contries as no one should left out of the digital/internet processYes These should be more visible and be effectiveness at Nri level

Yes The same as the IGF, it should not be completely isolated from the IGFNo A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from countriesFees for some activities fro. BusinessesYes The Goberments of countries are now included in the IGF, we need to get them involved in I Inter-sessional activitiesYes Update the website to be more user friendly

Yes New mechanisms – Cooperation Accelerator, Policy Incubator and Observatory/Help Desk – are obviously intended to bridge the existing gap in the preparation process.  Basically, it is a question of taking the raw material contained in hundreds of bottom-up proposals and applying some top-down analysis and synthesis to it to produce another well focused IGF instead of another exhaustive list of topics.   At some point, decisions have to be made that do not necessarily please all who have submitted proposals. This means that new structures, whatever they are called, should have enough clout to fend off pressures.No The current IGF Trust Fund, with alternative ways to support developed during the IGF's lifetime (IGFSA, Tides foundation, in-kind support etc.) are already sufficient to ensure funding to the IGF by a broad multistakeholder community, with all the different stakeholders and a geographical balance included. Naturally, the continued development of the IGF and especially its relevance to all the stakeholders is connected to this funding issue. However, the important question of fundraising needs a better focus, dedicated resources and professional leadership. We hope to see suggestions for this through the ongoing process of the Panel Report in order to go concretely forward.Yes See answers before. Yes Over its 15 years of existence, IGF has accumulated an enormous amount of material (video, transcripts, supporting documents) about its proceedings.   They should be organized/made searchable which would help not only research but also every potential proposer of issues who would like to check, how the same issues has been dealt with at its previous sessions.

No Don’t see the pointNo Additional outreach to foundationsAdditional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes National IGF Yes Improved digital communication, have MAG members communicate with press and Do some PR

No Policy incubator should be enoughNo Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFFundraising reporting to the MAGYes Through NRIs as it is in some countriesYes Also through NRI and not only in English.

Yes As above Yes Yes Through the production of substantive outcomes in form of best practices/recommendations.Yes Active promotion of IGF outcomes. Professional promoters may even be engaged with funding set-aside for that.

Yes This Observatory could be a space for the exchange of the different elements that helps to the stakeholders to aboard the most relevant issues related on Internet, this space could be lead for the secretariat, addressing the discussions and moderating the active participation of members.No Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes With the proposed changes, such as the incubator, the observatory, it will be possible to build recommendations, policies, strategies and some other supplies that, with the participation of multiple stakeholders, member countries could adopt and implement to meet the challenges of the Internet.Yes Communication of the Forum's work and achievements could be strengthened, in order to encourage the participation of new actors.

Yes Capacity development activities, overview of digital policy issues are necessary elements of IGF broadly. The help desk will help in these aspects.No A professional fundraiser reporting into the IGF SecretariatAdditional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesNo Would be good to use the internal capacity of IGF.Yes To implement more engaging activities, use social media widely, use high-level meetings and famous conferences to highlight the importance and the role of IGF.

No Yes Yes Yes

Yes Selon composition. Experts et MAG ?No Additional outreach to foundationsAdditional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesPays hôtes de l’IGFYes Avec forte coopération locale via les FGI nationauxYes Nécessité de pouvoir écrire en français et en anglais qui sont les langues de travail de même que dans les 4 autres langues de l’ONU

Yes Ensure greater inclusion of non-state actors (such as members of civil society and residents of non-sovereign territories)  aNo Additional outreach to foundationsAdditional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAllow non-sovereign territories to contribute directly.Yes Alliance with rule-making bodies, such as ICANN, so that such a body can consider adopting said policy as per it’s internal policy making processes.Yes Broader reiterated social media presence, LinkedIn, Twitter, FBook, others

Yes No Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Issuing policy reports, documents, promoting studiesYes a clear website and regular commuications with community

Yes It may like IGF secretariat.Yes Yes IGF is a platform to discussion. It provides more perspectives from different country and region.Yes If IGF+ member are not only in internet communities, it will think wider but also more complicate.

Yes No Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes Cross-hybridization  / increased cooperation between NRIs at local level and IGF at the global levelYes Translation. Increased collaboration with the NRI to bring the local communities to the IGF.

No The Policy Incubators should handle the activitesNo Funds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesYes If mainstreamed in the UN activitiesYes At Regional and National levels to have buy-in of Governments.  Communications should flow from the UNSG to countries and Governments

Yes I suggest these functions to be permanent positions within the IGF+ Secretariat reporting to and supported by the Advisory Group, just as the Coordination Accelerator.No Additional outreach to foundationsFunds from the World Bank/regional banks;Additional funds from industry groups, such as WEFAdditional funds from countriesPermanent and sufficient UN FundsYes I think the engagement of Cooperation Accelerators are the key elements on which all improvements of the IGF+ can be build, outreach, inclusion as well as addressing public policies.Yes Professional public relation and outreach must be core functions withing the IGF+ Secretariat, like in any other UN Agency. How we build cooperation’s to shape our digital future must be a well-functioning and sustainable funded body.

Yes The Observatory should act like the current CERT but with broader functions. It should focus on all IG issues giving the status of global policies implementation to AG, NRIs and others . The Observatory should support and give directions to the AG about directives e recommendations to be issued on year basis.GIPO is an example to be studied, to learn what did not work and why https://www.giponet.org/en.GIP is also a good example to be taken as reference https://dig.watch/.Maybe the two observatories could interact and offer a broader range of functionalities to the IG international community. An another interesting model to be analyzed is the European Audiovisual Observatory, that was created by European Institutions when it was decided to start to have common regional audiovisual policies, but there was a lack of public accessible data to be used as the common ground for elaborating paneuropean policies. In the digital world where most of data are privatized and belongs to few companies, such mission is evenNo The first step would be to bring the IGF responsibility directly under the political responsibility of the UNSG, and to link its actions to UN priorities and to UN SDG. If IGF becomes a tool of the UN policies and strategies, UN Specialized agencies and Bretton Woods institution -such as World Bank and FMI  and others could re-orient their funds on projects where the AG and its tools could provides the needed expertise or adopt the IGF elaborated standards as a requirement for their future interventions. Giving more funds to IGF is strategic to allow IGF and AG to activate processes to tackle IG priorities. An option could be to have – on a voluntary basis (at least at the beginning)- part of the incomes of Technical Community and national and regional registries devolved to IGF in an automatic and indexed form.Yes A two-ways virtuous process needs to be established between IGF and all multilateral institutions, in which IGF could ask some agencies, institutions or private sector to reflect on some public policies and viceversa, some institutions or governments could ask IGF to produce public policies recommendations.NRIs could support this process and give important contribution to strengthen IGF role. A tighter link with Parliamentarians and their associations could be particularly useful to pursue this scope.Yes One of the big failure of IGF till today is that has not been able to attract the attention of media on its activities. Indeed, the complete absence of IGF on main media is an issue. Communication was never thought out as a task of the IGF nor the MAG. This has been determined by the lack of resources, but also because the communication has been always relegated at the end of the attention of the MAG and of the IGF: more preoccupied to avoid risks, than to seize opportunities. With a relative small investment, results could be achieved easily.Agree, as mentioned, there is no mandate (and therefore no resources) for communication. What is also more worring is that the IGF never made it through the official UN channel of communication..! (at basically no cost)



13b. If no, please explain your reason.14. The IGF was established as a project of the UN Secretary-General’s office. The Panel recommended that the IGF Plus Secretariat be linked to the Office of the UN Secretary-General to reflect its interdisciplinary and system-wide approach. (Currently, the IGF Secretariat is anchored within the UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs.) Do you support the Panel’s recommendation?14a. Please explain your choice.15. Could aspects/features of the COGOV Architecture be further considered for potential inclusion in the IGF+ model? Which ones and how?Enter text of no more than 150-200 words.16. Could aspects/features of the Digital Commons Architecture be further considered for potential inclusion in the IGF+ model? Which ones and how?Enter text of no more than 150-200 words.17. Do you have any further comments on the three architectures?Enter text of no more than 150-200 words.Name Region Stakeholder Groups You are submitting this contribution:

Open-Ended ResponseResponse Open-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseOpen-Ended ResponseResponse Academia Civil SocietyGovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical CommunityIntergovernmental OrganizationResponse

Yes Sarah k Africa Academia Civil Society GovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical CommunityIntergovernmental OrganizationIn a personal capacity

Modernise, professionalise, remove from UN restrictions.Yes In principle yes, but unsure of adverse implications.anonymous Asia Pacific Technical Community In a personal capacity

More people need to know IGF activitiesYes The closer relationship to a higher level, may bring broad scope to positive influenceNone None No Carlos ReginoLatin American and Caribbean GroupCivil Society Technical Community In a personal capacity

Seminars, webcasts, monthly reports, IGF proceedings, publicationsYes For IGF to go to the next level, it is important to have more responsabilities and become more professionals in terms of its objectives, goals and KPIEconomic and social inclusion, special efforts to bring traditionally marginalised groups to the fore, important investments in both human capital and infrastructure, smart regulatory environments, and significant efforts to assist workers facing disruption from technology’s impact on their livelihoods. Privacy, human agency and security in order to achieve inclusive and equitable outcomes, to steer cooperation related to social and economic impacts of digital technologies. Regional and global digital help desks to help governments, civil society and the private sector to understand digital issuesVertical applications of the digital transformation for health, education, justiceAmado EspinosaLatin American and Caribbean Group Private Sector On behalf of your organization

The IGF should develop a stronger identity, guided by the MAG, with improved communications and a clearer mission as the convenor and custodian of multi-stakeholder discussion and champion of inclusive dialogue. We welcome the UK government’s donation (£250,000) to transform the website. The chair of the MAG should be given a more high-profile leadership role. The outcomes of the IGF should be communicated more clearly, including communicating them across the UN system, and improving and expanding the IGF website should be a priority. The MAG has a strong diplomatic role to play, under auspices of the UN the MAG sits at the confluence between multi-lateral and multi stakeholder worlds. This is potentially a very influential and important nexus that can enrichen the flow of information, and more importantly understanding of how to work between and within those worlds constructively. Making MAGs ambassadors or such would be the right affirmationYes The issues faced today are human and require a holistic multidisciplinary approachThere is little support in the UK for the “Distributed Co-Governance Architecture” option. Some stakeholders have welcomed the flexibility of this option and its voluntary nature. But many were concerned that the architecture was complex and difficult to understand and there was a risk that this would make cooperation less inclusive. Establishing such a complex new architecture from scratch would require significant resources and there was a risk it could duplicate existing work.There has been little or no support for the “Digital Commons Architecture” option. There is a view that international regulation of space, climate change and the law of the sea are not appropriate analogies for digital technologies, which are largely privately owned, and a concern here too that the option would lead to additional, complicated structures with the risks of duplication, cost and lack of inclusivity. Internet architectures tend to be emergent (bottom up and from usage) rather than imposed. Internet resource management should also reflect this and Internet governance where it exists should also exist due to emergent issues. It is too easy to hallucinate something needs "Governance". Much more effective to deal with what emerges from the Internet as needing a "Governance" intervention. I feel this is an important aspect of layering.UK IGF Steering CommitteeWestern Europe and Others GroupAcademia Civil Society GovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical CommunityIntergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of an NRI

Getting media organisations involvedYes Simon IshakuAfrica In a personal capacity

1. Set-up of a small Communication professional team 2. more effectively use the official channels already in placeYes Anna CarboneWestern Europe and Others GroupAcademia On behalf of your organization

Quarterly reporting that are circulated through National forum secretariatYes It has been working without any major problems in the past. So why this time suggest changes?May be or may be not. I don't quite understand it's composition and purpose.May be or may be not depending on the strong support of other participantsNo. Dalsie Green BanialaAsia Pacific Technical Community In a personal capacity

Better use of social media; Improved communication from the UN to national governmentsYes This would give the IGF more weight. SEEDIG Eastern Europe On behalf of an NRI

The robust structure being proposed for the IGF must rely on a dedicated communications team to prepare strategies required to safeguard a plausible flow of information inside and outside the IGF structure. This includes a set of measures to disclose information and improve transparency and awareness, so as to base the work of the other parts of the proposed model. Communication is also essential for reaching out to other organizations and stakeholders that need to be involved in the work of the Cooperation Accelerator and the Policy Incubator. Furthermore, if more tangible outcomes are being sought, all types of outputs from the IGF Plus structures, including the intersessional work of the BPFs and DCs, must reach the widest possible number of stakeholders, and especially those not usually present in the IGF ecosystem. Finally, communication must be improved among the NRIs and between them and the global IGF structures.Yes The IGF is extremely diverse to be put inside any specific and narrow framing. The proposal is coherent with IGF main facets, which need a more broad framing to undertake IGF mission. This move could also strengthen the IGF, giving it the importance it deserves inside the UN system, maybe also raising the resources allocated for it (infrastructure, human and financial resources).Leveraging existing structures as presented by COGOV model and shared knowledge and collaboration as presented in the Digital Commons Architecture are very useful characteristics that could be reinforced when thinking of how to put forward a renewed global digital ecosystem. By means of advancing this ecosystem, we are in favor of strengthening useful existing structures, as proposed in the COGOV and Digital Commons Architecture,so as to move forward with the so-called cooperation in a more consistent way, grounding efforts in known and trustworthy bodies. As examples of synergies, project-specific Digital Cooperation Networks, as proposed in the COGOV model, seem very similar to the Policy Incubators of the IGF Plus model and could be created whenever the Cooperation Accelerator identifies issues that are not covered by existing discussion fora. Furthermore, the Network Support Platforms, as proposed in the COGOV model, could be relevant to support the Digital Cooperation Networks (or the various instances oIn terms of process, the IGF Plus could encompass most of the characteristics of the COGOV and Digital Commons Architecture models, which projects IGF Plus as a must in the presented proposals. In a more concrete perspective, the Digital Commons Architecture tracks could also be an alternative model for the implementation of project-specific Policy Incubators, that are proposed in the IGF Plus model.Vinicius Wagner Oliveira SantosLatin American and Caribbean Group Technical Community On behalf of an NRI

Yes Elizabeth Africa Civil Society In a personal capacity

The environment must reach a public that does not live the everyday IG life. Target public, language and media choices should be constantly revisedYes It is visible that the digital environment has reached a wider scope, and the change would convey that messageCláudio LucenaLatin American and Caribbean GroupAcademia Civil Society In a personal capacity

Yes The IGF and he Internet Governance has outgrown theUN Department of Economic and Social Affairs and needs to be linked to theSecretary-General’s office.No No No Aleksandar IchokajevEastern Europe Private Sector On behalf of an NRI

Yes Keith AndereAfrica Civil Society On behalf of an NRI

Yes It will achieve more best practices Mandla Africa Civil Society In a personal capacity

Involving PR agency, exercising capacity building within IGF (MAG)Yes The IGF+ model could adopt COGOV's agility in sense of forming issue specific (self governing) group when needed/ / Nataša GlavorEastern Europe Government On behalf of an NRI

more effort at national levelYes Give more visibility to the IGF workInclude more stakholdersThe fundind aspects Mohamed TimoulaliAfrica Private Sector In a personal capacity

A comms policy and media campaign: place articles in serious mainstream media, focusing on the relevance of Internet Governance issues to people's daily concerns.Yes The S-G is in a position to put issues before various parts of the UN system. Some of the public policy issues discussed at IGF are relevant to UNESCO, some to WIPO, some to the various Economic Commissions, UNCTAD, UNDP; but a consistent integrated approach is needed, hopefully the S-G can ensure that.Most of them: in my opinion, the COGOV Architecture is the best of the 3 models.(see response to question 15.)Winston RobertsAsia Pacific Civil Society In a personal capacity

Les possibilités offertes par le numérique doivent être démocratisées, vulgarisées et accessibles au plus grand nombre.Yes La proposition est bonne car IGF+ pourra jouir des acquis et du savoir faire du secrétariat général des Nations UniesNo one Adé BADA Africa Academia Civil Society Private SectorTechnical Community On behalf of your organization

Yes If  IGF Plus Secretariat be linked to the Office of the UN Secretary-General maybe will have more support for new funding resourcesFotjon KostaEastern Europe Government On behalf of an NRI

Yes Its role, functions and importance should be enhanced considering its wider and far reachy impact.Sumit Jha Asia Pacific Civil Society Private Sector In a personal capacity

A dedicated communications expert in the IGF+ secretariat team should be employed and/or resources should be diverted from the Office of the UN Secretary-General (see response to q. 14a) to enhance media and communications for the many outputs of the IGF that are currently not fully utilized or widely known.  Relying on the voluntary efforts from the community is not enough to give the spotlight to many very valuable outputs and documents that have been produced over the years at IGFs.  In addition, these outputs should be fully integrated into the processes of the various UN institutions as well, thus having the resources directly from the Office of the UN Secretary-General will greatly facilitate the process.Yes As mentioned in the response to 13a, a direct linkage to the Office of the UN Secretary-General will reflect the increasing importance of the many IG matters the IGF discusses.  It will also reflect the increasing weight and spotlight that states, organizations and the global community place on Internet Governance matters. The direct linkage will also ensure that IGF+ outputs will be fully integrated into the processes of the various UN institutions as well.The Digital Cooperation Networks may have a place within the contemplated “Policy Incubator” within the IGF+ model.N/A N/A Jennifer ChungAsia Pacific Academia Civil Society GovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical CommunityIntergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of an NRI

network of networks, in the CoGov architetureYes It can be an operational implementation that allows separate tracks to be considered, organized and fundedIGF+ that uses the CoGov architecture for funding and allows for parallel tracks of learning and sharingMei Lin FungWestern Europe and Others GroupCivil Society In a personal capacity

Creating forums in various social media. Publishing and distribution to librariesYes Olaniyan Matthew AdemolaAfrica Government In a personal capacity

More social media, but in particular additional virtual meetings during the year across the globe.Yes John More Western Europe and Others GroupCivil Society In a personal capacity

precise and and effective communicaion neededYes it widen the discussion to the best practiceNo Sure Yes Kennedy BullenAfrica Civil Society Intergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of your organization

Yes ECOWAS CommissionAfrica Intergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of your organization

Igf should needs representation not tokenizationYes I think IGF is a open concept it should not ruled and governedI think that can help in many ways to solve the issues of cross cutting sectorsYes, IGF needs more participation and collboration and has to be open and free from prejudices and politicsShreedeep RayamajhiAsia Pacific Civil Society On behalf of your organization

The IGF's problem is not in communication. People know enough of the work and so do not want to come back.Yes The UN still has the convening power other organisations do not. The specific unit DESA sounds appropriately focused and non-political.I think the IGF model is not working and therefore we should start afresh.No. Don't tinker with the IGF model. Start anew.Of the three models, I think one emerges by default. The IGF model is broken--the IGF is being held three times in a row in Europe. The Digital Commons Architecture is centralised in organisation, which is not advisableI prefer anonymity so I am freer to commentAsia Pacific In a personal capacity

Yes Lahcene Ouled MoussaAfrica Academia Civil Society Government Technical Community On behalf of an NRI

Yes Sahar Majid Government In a personal capacity

Staff with this responsibility + ability to reach developing nationsYes The new placement reflects the key importanceof IGF+N S LevinsonWestern Europe and Others GroupAcademia In a personal capacity



There are several tech leaders that influence global public policy.Yes IGF+ needs direct hghl evel support access and visibility to suceed.Mike Singh Latin American and Caribbean GroupCivil Society Private SectorTechnical Community On behalf of your organization

more social media awareness, robust and weekly publications, more video and live talks or publications, TV and news advertisementsYes This will augment its relevance and weights on the worth of the IGNot Really Adama JallowAfrica Civil Society On behalf of an NRI

Additional resources to make a more consistent outreach of additional audiences and better information of the intersessional work.Yes It should be given the highest status posible because the issues are crosscuting for the UN structure.COGOV architecture resembles a lot the model of functioning of what should by the Cooperation AcceleratorThe Cooperation Accelerator could work of a network of network for specific topicsThe Digital Commons architectures has elements that resemble the work of the DCs. It could be a DCs+ model in terms of identifiying prospectively issues of focus to give specific attention in following up of developments. If the topic achieve a level of maturity could be referred to the Policy Incubator and the Cooperation AcceleratorMaria Paz CanalesLatin American and Caribbean GroupCivil Society On behalf of an NRI

One of the big failure of IGF till today is that has not been able to attract the attention of media on its activities. Indeed, the complete absence of IGF on main media is an issue. Communication was never thought out as a task of the IGF nor the MAG  13a. If yes, how do you suggest such improvements are implemented?  This has been determined by the lack of resources, but also because the communication has been always relegated at the end of the attention of the MAG and of the IGF: more preoccupied to avoid risks, than to seize opportunities. With a relative small investment, results could be achieved easily. Agree, as mentioned, there is no mandate (and therefore no resources) for communication. What is also more worring is that the IGF never made it through the official UN channel of communication..! (at basically no cost)Yes The direct reporting to the UN SG will favor the integration of IG into the UN future strategies. This will enhance its credibility and will attract the interest of governments and stakeholders, and also by the media. The link with UNGA, with UN agencies and International bodies could be more fluid and serve better the global interests.Governments through UN agencies that are still multilateral bodies and coalitions of governments around common scopes and problems could also be very useful in tackling issues that requires the implications of governments (such as law enforcement or judiciary or military). IGF + needs (through the UN SG and UN structures) to engage with those actors a complex but dynamic process for all problems and decisions that only could be solved by governmental actors. An evolution of the WSIS follow up process, could be very beneficiary to reach this goal. For instance the Internet & Jurisdiction policy network is one of those government initiated actions that could be really useful to involve.Bodies such IETF or similar approaches could be really relevant and useful  to provide the part of technical solutions to the part of technical problems that IGF + will have to tackle within their mandate. I.e. to solve the issue of spam UN SG could indicate this problem as a priority, IGF + could identify the solutions at the political level, but technical indications on how solve the issue through Digital Commons Architectures could be asked to IEEE, IETF or similar bodies (even created ad hoc).Giacomo MazzoneWestern Europe and Others Group On behalf of your organization

IGf is not known outside IGf community. Strong narative should be developed and usedYes Digital issues are cross cutting and can't be entrusted to the department with important, but limited mandateActually, oposit. IGF+ should become the meeting platform of COGOV ArchitectureJanis KarklinsEastern Europe Government In a personal capacity

Mailing lists engagementYes N/a N/a N/A Timothy AuduAfrica Private Sector In a personal capacity

More communication worldwide in different languages. More content must be disseminated about IG.Yes I considered this decision will give IGF more support, strength and visibility worldwide.The peer coordination network.No aspects. IGF+ model is the most accurate and complete proposal.Elaine Ford Latin American and Caribbean GroupCivil Society On behalf of your organization

For new comers need more visual  information  and multimedia how it;s workingYes Fully support the Panel recommendation. It will reflect its interdisciplinary and system-wide approach. Last challenges (Covid19, fake news and cyber challenges) have shown that internet and digital services much more than economic and social challenges so it will be on the next level.From COGOV will be good to seek and create new spaces for other stakeholders of digital world. To achieve this goal is possible with communication and coordination of the commercial conferences audience and experts from commercial sector and academia. Yes they are mostly money oriented but have different point of views from commercial perspective.From the of the Digital Commons Architecture model for me most interesting part is learning process between of the IGF meetings. NRI coordinators and few IG active members are fully involved in this processes, meetings, preparation and etc but on the national level wee need much more than just a meeting of local stakeholders and discussion of the hot topics - but for a learning process will be interesting to use ICANN practice (tutorials, programs and other activities on ongoing issues and challenges).IGF+ have no alternative but we need new and more informed players on the field.Ucha Seturi Eastern Europe Civil Society Private Sector On behalf of an NRI

The IGF has accomplished more than many give it credit for, but the secretariat is completely overstreched. That means there is no room for a dedicated comms team.Yes Ensuring it has more centralised oversight directly connected to the secretary-general may allow it to work more independently.Michael J. OghiaEastern Europe Civil Society In a personal capacity

There is always room for improvements in communication, not least within stakeholder groups (such as business) which are often under-represented at the global IGF.  Again this is something the proposed Advisory Group will need to look atYes We can be supportive, but what matters, beyond where the IGF is located in the UN system, is that it is supported through effective administrative support.We have supported the IGF+ Model on the basis of the continued importance of a reformed and improved IGF, along with the associated National and Regional Initiatives (NRIs). We thus believe detailed work on implementing alternative architectures would risk diminishing this focus.Constance BommelaerWestern Europe and Others Group Technical Community On behalf of your organization

More online sessions and advertisementsNo IGF should remain there because it is more relevantAllowing governments to tailor policies for themselvesNo. No Wamuyu MwangiAfrica Private Sector In a personal capacity

There has been continuos and concrete recommendations over the years to redesign and improve the IGF website, its search engine and knowledge management, social media channels. Due to lack of funding, most of those have not been implemented or addressed. Any work on this area should start with a deep review of all that information already available. The IGF+ should have budget to do informative videos of professional quality and online publications that are more than office documents converted to PDF.Yes The IGF needs more high level support at UN level. That will also facilitate fundraising efforts and access to international donors.No, I don't think so.No, I don't think so.Not at this stage. The information on the report is not very indeepth to be able to assess the implications. It will be of absolute importance to strenghtnen what we have, and to strengthen the ecosystem bu building bridges for concrete and effective work through specific projects that show concrete outcomes.Sylvia CadenaAsia Pacific Technical Community In a personal capacity

-	Streamlining information to ensure all the updates are received by regions/countries.  -	An engagement strategy should be designed to outreach the concerned entities (tailored communication should ensure official invitations are issued to east represented. stakeholder groups/ ministries/ agencies) this could increase the IGF’s visibility and improve coordination. It could also facilitate the engagement of the relevant entities in the policy dialogue.  -	Provide communication in UN official languages.Yes The importance of linking IGF+ to the UN’s Secretary General will mean all the issues derived from its agenda will be addressed imminently by the various UN agencies linked to them.  Linking the IGF and digital cooperation will be important to the political relevance of the forum, and it could be concretely implemented by the suggested option to appoint a special envoy by the UN’s Secretary General.-	We think that the NRI’s could promote the work of IGF SA at the regional level to diversify funding sources. -	We think that It’s important to align IGF+ model with the 2030 agenda to make sure that the overall purpose of the forum links to issues highlighted in the WSIS agenda and SDG’s. -	In the spirit of digital cooperation, we suggest looking into the option of syncing the annual WSIS process with the IGF+model. -	Output of the IGF+ could be presented to the UN’s General Assembly to get feedback on the outcomes and to get guidelines/input for further steps.Ahmed Farag (On behalf of ArabIGF Secretariat)Academia Civil Society GovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical CommunityIntergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of an NRI

The work of intersessional groups, and the IGF as a whole, needs to be formally shared through multiple channels, namely press releases and targeted outreach to major newspapers, industry publications, industry consortia, etc.   The AG and Secretariat should also have a role in identifying policy windows in various jurisdictions in which to promote their work. The network of AG members and the NRIs is vast. Ensuring that they are utilized to their full capacity can help in improving the IGF’s communications.Yes UNDESA does not fully encapsulate the role of the Internet in the life of the world’s citizens. Moving and elevating the IGF to the UN Secretary General’s office would better capture the importance and scope of the IGF.The COGOV architecture has useful aspects that can be incorporated in the IGF+ model. First, the Network Support Platforms are to enable the formation and functioning of digital cooperation networks as a “stable, long-term element” (pg.33). The idea behind the Network Support Platforms can be incorporated into the AG, as a body that identifies issues for the functioning of BPFs/Cooperation Accelerator/Policy Incubator. Second, the Norm Design/Implementation/Enforcement process is a useful structure that can be implemented as a means of achieving more tangible outcomes. However, the enforcement mechanism should not delve into law-making; the IGF should focus solely on policy recommendations and non-binding soft mechanisms.The overall aim of the Digital Commons Architecture (DCA) is to synergize efforts to different stakeholders in order to address the risks of social harm and ensure the promotion of the Sustainable Development Goals through digital technologies. This goal can be incorporated into the IGF, as it can provide further direction as to what the IGF is trying to achieve with each policy issue it addresses. As well, the DCA suggests membership fees for private sector participation. This addresses the need for more sustainable funding for the IGF and could be considered when redesigning the IGF’s funding model.Many of the recommendations in all three architectures boil down to three priorities for the IGF: increased communication, increased collaboration, and increased participation. These priorities can be addressed without dismantling the existing IGF, and instead leveraging and improving upon its strengths. The IGF+ architecture is the model that best addresses a way to improve upon the IGF’s strengths and weaknesses. It is imperative that the proposed Cooperation Accelerator and Policy Incubator are examined in conjunction with the existing intersessional groups in order to incorporate their promising features to the current mechanisms of the IGF. A key gap in the report’s IGF+ recommendations is the existence and growing importance of the national and regional initiatives (NRIs). The NRIs can help facilitate increased communication, collaboration, and participation, and should be considered in this transitional phase of the IGF.Canadian IGF (Alyssa Moore)Western Europe and Others GroupAcademia Civil Society GovernmentPrivate SectorTechnical Community On behalf of an NRI

Improved communications from the secretariat to NRIs and from NRIs to their constituentsYes THis will make the UN Secretary-General Office to take the IGF more seriousNetwork Support Platformse small secretariat Y. Z. Ya'u Africa Civil Society On behalf of your organization

No Currently UN manages IG with little transparency. MAG selection process is a great example, being fully unclear the criteria to select MAG Members. A more open and transparent process is needed.Gonzalo Western Europe and Others Group Private Sector On behalf of your organization

Official communications from UN to countries and mapping of relevant entities to confirm receipt of these communicationsYes the IGF Secretariat proved their efficiency and their high level coordination skillsZeina BOU HARBAsia Pacific Government In a personal capacity

Yes Mahamat HarounAfrica Civil Society On behalf of your organization

Yes no Hago DafallaAfrica Academia In a personal capacity

Yes Mohamed IbrahimAfrica Academia On behalf of your organization

Through a continental communication team with specific area of expertise and direct action or task to implement to meet the overall goalYes I think alot need to be done to ensure that there is a major reform and also ensure that it become autonomous despite it will take some time but is an emerging emergency considering the level digital economy impact on society and the progress of technology in recent time,this outlet has a lot to support in policy regulation and presenting the views of multistaakeholdersYes, with more emphasis on local content to ensre that emerging issues are conaidered to reduce exclusionNo No Peterking QuayeAfrica Academia Civil Society On behalf of an NRI

Yes Such position in the UN system would contribute to the visibility of the IGF.Nebojsa RegojeEastern Europe Government In a personal capacity

Add this function to the Secretariat (with needed resources).No No No Melinda ClemWestern Europe and Others Group Private Sector In a personal capacity

Through diplomatic channels and government institutions as well as academiaNo UN DESA is also a multidisciplinary institution which has been playing a essential role in supportIng IGF. Anchored to the SG office, its role may be diminished as it would loose institutional support and back upMakane FayeAfrica Intergovernmental OrganizationOn behalf of an NRI

The IGF Secretariat’s staff would need to be increased and strengthened. Particularly the communication about the IGF’s specific « added value » (compared to other events on digitalization) should be enhanced: Bottom-up, open, inclusive.Yes The link to the UNSG Office should be at least of a political nature and can be accomplished by the soon to be appointed Tech Envoy. This is without prejudice to administrative details.The CoGov and the IGF+ models have many aspects in common. In fact, they both build on many years of discussions and thinking on possible improvements to digital cooperation arrangements. In a way the two models have quite similar common elements, with an important difference that the CoGov focuses on describing functions but is silent on where and who would perform them, whereas the “IGF+” already proposes to house such functions under the roof of the broad IGF mandate contained in the Tunis Agenda on the Information Society. Our approach takes into account some important elements behind the thinking of CoGov in an improved “IGF+”, which has the key advantage of counting with a broad and existing mandate.  In this sense, the main elements from CoGov (namely, «digital cooperation networks»; «peer coordination network»; «support function») would be reflected in an “IGF+” framework broadly as follows:  • the «digital cooperation networks» from CoGov broadly correspond in our vision to the «policy incubator netwThe notion of “digital public goods” or “digital commons” is something very familiar to the IGF community. Some initiatives could be taken within the IGF to further foster the availability and wide awareness about digital public goods projects.Livia WalpenWestern Europe and Others Group Government On behalf of an NRI

the newsletter was a great idea need to have a brief of the DCs work. for those who are unaware about the IGF, Advertisements on social media of the IGF outcomes, engage common citizens in local initiatives through educational programs at universities and raise awareness campaigns run with the support of civil society, technical community and academia.Yes since the outcome will be 'more official' and more known at UN AssembliesYCIG Steering Committee Civil Society On behalf of your organization

Communicate more and engage, especially deliberate involvement of TechMedia professionally.Yes I think working directly to will help in strengthen the IGF+IGF+ and I think has been responded to above.Yes, why note especially considering the composition of multistakeholderism.Remmy NwekeAfrica Civil Society Private Sector On behalf of your organization

Yes Lilia Eastern Europe On behalf of an NRI

Discussion of IG within the people representatives ; e.g Parliamentarians , Cabinet secretaries etcYes To reflect the seriousness of the matters discussed in this forumJudy Okite Africa Civil Society In a personal capacity

Budget for marketing Yes Yes, there should be a top level program and the Internet a packs more than just commerceThere should be no paying to play. There should be no fees required to be involvedThere should be no fees required to serve in any capacityThere should be no requirement to pay any sort of membership fee or participation fee or any other sort of fee to be involved in the IGF. And large corporation should not be able to buy influence.Romella El KharzaziWestern Europe and Others GroupCivil Society In a personal capacity

LANGUAGES !! It’s very important in Africa and i suppose in other part of the worldYes The MAG should be linked to UNSG directlyNot work only in english : it’s excluding a lot of peopleBakary SidibeAfrica Civil Society On behalf of your organization

Communication campain in French English (working UN languages) + 4 other official languagesYes Global reach, + it was meant to be that wayNo No Maria Len Latin American and Caribbean GroupGovernment In a personal capacity

Develop an application for ease of communication and participation.No Adebunmi AkinboAfrica Civil Society Private Sector Intergovernmental OrganizationIn a personal capacity

Election of youth embassadors and sending youth envoys to raising awareness World wideYes It will give more freedom to the IGFI'm not so sureI'm not so sureNo Yao Amevi Amessinou SossouAfrica Academia Civil Society In a personal capacity



Through a well define commutation policy at global, regional, national, and local levelsNo The reporting chanel should be as it is now with the IGF.  Reporting directly to the Secretary Generals Office will create conflict in reporting.Wisdom DonkorAfrica Civil Society Technical Community On behalf of your organization

Yes No comment.FANNY SALYOUAfrica Civil Society On behalf of an NRI

There should be a dedicated and coordinated communication function, which would best be served from within the secretariat. There needs to be clear messaging that knows it’s audience(s) and prepares material that are accessible and easy for other entities to share and help with promotion and raising awareness. There needs to be thoughtful content creation and promotion.No We express caution about the impact of this recommendation on the multistakeholdeer model within the IGF. Additionally, recommend that the secretariat functions remain in Geneva.Dustin Loup Western Europe and Others Group On behalf of an NRI

The reports are to boringYes I think the IGF is disfunctioning at this point and should gain professional supportNL Western Europe and Others GroupCivil Society In a personal capacity

These should be more visible and be effectiveness at Nri levelYes Because it will bring more echo on IGF works/activies with IGF Special Rapporteur mandateYes. it seems for me easier to be implementIGF + need to encourage The Sovereignity Institution in each country to enhence and be involve in Nri processAvis MOMENIAfrica Civil Society In a personal capacity

Update the website to be more user friendlyYes The only way to have clarity and Governance is to the a governing body, this is the only possible way to do thisStrengthening* of the institution is indicated by having COGOV, the Secretariat will have the support needed and will not stand aloneNot sure June Parris Latin American and Caribbean Group Private Sector In a personal capacity

Over its 15 years of existence, IGF has accumulated an enormous amount of material (video, transcripts, supporting documents) about its proceedings.   They should be organized/made searchable which would help not only research but also every potential proposer of issues who would like to check, how the same issues has been dealt with at its previous sessions.Yes We don't know the right answer to this one. Maybe the Panel recommendation is correct. The IGF should raise its awereness and reflect wide approach.Elements of the other two proposal can co-exist with IGF+.  In addition to cooperation within IGF+, various actors of the Internet ecosystem need to reach out to each other in other settings.Petri KuurmaWestern Europe and Others Group Government On behalf of an NRI

Improved digital communication, have MAG members communicate with press and Do some PRYes Higher level, the point is to be of council Maria DominguezLatin American and Caribbean GroupAcademia On behalf of your organization

Also through NRI and not only in English.Yes Broader scope L Martin Western Europe and Others GroupCivil Society On behalf of your organization

Active promotion of IGF outcomes. Professional promoters may even be engaged with funding set-aside for that.Yes Most appropriate.Digital Cooperation Networks as feeder to into IGF.The WSIS Action line approach with track leader approach can also be incorporated with outcome feed into IGF where their report can be presented at special sessions.IGF has been successful thus far and I think it basically needs to be enhanced as discussed above.Jimson OlufuyeAfrica Private Sector In a personal capacity

Communication of the Forum's work and achievements could be strengthened, in order to encourage the participation of new actors.Yes It is considered that Internet governance should have an interdisciplinary approach, with the participation of actors that allow for this approach.This architecture should seek the participation of various actors in the debates on the international management of Internet resources and in the process leading to better cooperation in the field of Internet governance and international public policy issues that are relationship with the Internet, to ensure worldwide representation in debates.The implementation of common digital platforms is considered to be useful in providing an additional space for sharing information, and these platforms could be a continuous workspace to achieve the objectives established in the IGF + architecture.Juan Carlos Hernández WockerLatin American and Caribbean Group Technical Community On behalf of your organization

To implement more engaging activities, use social media widely, use high-level meetings and famous conferences to highlight the importance and the role of IGF.Yes Exactly as stated in the recommendation to reflect the interdisciplinary and system-wide approach of the Office of the UN Secretary-General.Lianna GalstyanEastern Europe On behalf of an NRI

Yes Shah Zahidur RahmanAsia Pacific Private SectorTechnical Community In a personal capacity

Nécessité de pouvoir écrire en français et en anglais qui sont les langues de travail de même que dans les 4 autres langues de l’ONUYes Le secrétaire général de l’ONU et le CS afin d’avoir une vision globaleMarie Eastern EuropeAcademia On behalf of your organization

Broader reiterated social media presence, LinkedIn, Twitter, FBook, othersNo Another house that is credibly  open to individuals and non-state actors should be considered.A Network of Networks that would be extremely liberal and would co-ordinate and support activities across all digital co-operation networks and network support platforms.Multistakeholder tracks that would generate dialogue around emerging digital issues and communicate related problems to be solved by stakeholders. The output of these tracks would be discussed at an annual meeting.The most important aspect is to ensure that power balances do not favor states in any way.Javier Rúa-JovetLatin American and Caribbean GroupCivil Society Private Sector In a personal capacity

a clear website and regular commuications with communityYes Olga Cavalli Latin American and Caribbean Group In a personal capacity

If IGF+ member are not only in internet communities, it will think wider but also more complicate.Yes It's good to cross cutting different part to cooperation.no YingChu ChenAsia Pacific Academia In a personal capacity

Translation. Increased collaboration with the NRI to bring the local communities to the IGF.Yes Global reach (MAG and secretariat). Lucien CASTEXEastern EuropeAcademia Technical Community On behalf of your organization

At Regional and National levels to have buy-in of Governments.  Communications should flow from the UNSG to countries and GovernmentsYes The IGF+ should be mainstreamed in the UN organIt would complicate it the moreNo It is the IGF be remodelled to address the current development in the Internet Ecosystem and part Internet plays the everyday life of the world citizens. a new models is urgently needed.  Governements and Private Sectors need to play their role.  It should be mainstreamed in the UN Governancexxxxxxxx Africa Private Sector In a personal capacity

Professional public relation and outreach must be core functions withing the IGF+ Secretariat, like in any other UN Agency. How we build cooperation’s to shape our digital future must be a well-functioning and sustainable funded body.Yes As written above it must be a sustainably funded body that can create an impact. Since our digital future affects all parts of our life’s the linkage to the Office of the UN Secretary-General is a wise step.Sandra HoferichterWestern Europe and Others GroupCivil Society In a personal capacity

One of the big failure of IGF till today is that has not been able to attract the attention of media on its activities. Indeed, the complete absence of IGF on main media is an issue. Communication was never thought out as a task of the IGF nor the MAG. This has been determined by the lack of resources, but also because the communication has been always relegated at the end of the attention of the MAG and of the IGF: more preoccupied to avoid risks, than to seize opportunities. With a relative small investment, results could be achieved easily.Agree, as mentioned, there is no mandate (and therefore no resources) for communication. What is also more worring is that the IGF never made it through the official UN channel of communication..! (at basically no cost)Yes The direct reporting to the UN SG will favor the integration of IG into the UN future strategies. This will enhance its credibility and will attract the interest of governments and stakeholders, and also by the media. The link with UNGA, with UN agencies and International bodies could be more fluid and serve better the global interests.15 years under UNDESA gave more than enough evidence of the huge political consequence for the IGF of not being anymore directly influencing SG policies and decisions.  The risk though is that it will create dependence on the will of the SG. This could expose to a sudden change the day the SG will change. But if in the meantime the mechanism has started to work and produced its benefits, will be difficult for any new SG to abolish it or stop its activities.Governments through UN agencies that are still multilateral bodies and coalitions of governments around common scopes and problems could also be very useful in tackling issues that requires the implications of governments (such as law enforcement or judiciary or military). IGF + needs (through the UN SG and UN structures) to engage with those actors a complex but dynamic process for all problems and decisions that only could be solved by governmental actors. An evolution of the WSIS follow up process, could be very beneficiary to reach this goal.Bodies such IETF or similar approaches could be really relevant and useful to provide the part of technical solutions to the part of technical problems that IGF + will have to tackle within their mandate. I.e. to solve the issue of spam UN SG could indicate this problem as a priority, IGF + could identify the solutions at the political level, but technical indications on how solve the issue through Digital Commons Architectures could be asked to IEEE, IETF or similar bodies (even created ad hoc).CONCETTINA CASSA On behalf of an NRI
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On behalf of your organizationTELKOM CARIBE
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Ghana IGF Africa Open Data and Internet Research FoundationMale 30-44
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IGF-USA
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